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Young Wild West Trailing a Treasure
OR; OUTWITTING THE ROAD AGENTS
BY AN OLD SCOUT

but neither of them had been born to be a leader,
hence they were more than willing to follow dasn. Young Wild West, the well-known Boy Hero ing Young Wild West, who was always cool no
-and Champion Deadshot of the West, r~de out of matter how great · the danger or what the emer-:
-Silver City, New Mexico, one morning in the early gency might be. Severa1 times our friends had
fall a few years ago, when that part of the coun- visited Silver City, so they were pretty well known
. try was in a more or less wild state. With him there. They had simply come up that way while
:\]i_ere the companions who usually accompanied on their way from Buckhorn Ranch down on the
him on his adventurous rides throughout the West Rio Grande for a trip to the Northwest, the main
and Southwest in quest of excitement. They con- purpose being to look up what could be found in
sisted of his golden-hairecj sweetheart, Arietta the way of excitement and adventure.
Murdock; Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and his
Being interested in a silver mine at Silver City,
wife Anna; Jim Dart, a boy about the same age they of course felt like finding out how things
as our hero, and his sweethe~rt, Eloise Gardner; were going. It happened that everything , was
·and the two Chinamen, Hop Wah and Wing Wah, very satisfactory to them, and after putting an
who were employed as servants.
afternoon and a night in at the place, they started
At the time of which we write a rough moun- . bright and early on the north. trail, as it might
tain trail ran almost directly north of Silver City. be called. Probably they would not have left the.
-This branched in different directions a few miles town so quickly if they had not learned that a
out of the town, going'to mining camps that were desperate and clever gang of road agents were
located in the mountains. While it was called operating along .this particular trail. Several
Silver City, the place was scarcely more than a hold-ups ,h ad been made, and all of them were sucmining camp. Yet it was a sort of business cen- cessful. But the fact that a stage-coach was
tre, and the stores, saloons, etc., located there did scheduled to leave Nugget Top, a mining camp
a thriving trade. Shipments were coming in twenty-three miles north of Silver City that
three or four times a week from the different morning, carrying with it a hundred thousand in
camps, and in many cases as high as a hundred gold, caused the young deadshot to decide J;o set
t11rusand dollars in gold came over by wagon, out without delay.
guarded by men on horseback, for it was not
Even though he had been informed that the
strange that there should be road agents and
stage-coach would be accompanied by a dozen
bandits infesting the country.
The boy who had been honored with the title armed men, it struck him that if the road agents
of the Champion Deadshot of the West was al- knew of the fact that the gold was in the stage
ways doine; his level best to help in paving the they would in all probability make a desperate
way to civilization. The fact that he had been so attempt to get hold of it. It might seem strange
successful in leading outlaw bands and putting a to many that the girls, as Arietta, Anna and
stop to Indian raids and the like naturally caused Eloise were always called by our hero and his
him to have many enemies. But his friends were partners, should accompany them, knowing th-at
there was a strong chance of an encounter wit1i
90 numerous that it would have been difficult for
him to enumerate them, even if he could remember road agents. But the fact was they were rather
half their names. His two partners, Cheyenne used to that sort of thing, and though Jim Dart's
Charlie and Jim Dart, shared the glory of his sweetheart might have been somewhat timid, she
achievell!ents with him, and Arietta Murdock, ·a had the greatest of faith in their males escorts,
true We~ern _girl who had been born and reared and consequently had little on no fear.
As usual, our friends had been given a rousing
;, Wyoming, also came in for part of it.
Anna and E!loise were not natives of the West, cheer when they took their departure shortly: bebut they had been there quite long enough to be- fore seven o'clock in the morning. The trail ·was
come accustomed to the dangers that were con- a rough one, running up hill and down and windstantly to be met with, and they were now quite ing this way and that along the mountain-side.
~d .to it. Charlie and Jim were both deadshots, But even though they would be forced to go rat)aez
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slowly, ·b ecause of the two loaded pack-horses they
were compelled to take with them in order to
carry their supplies and camping outfit, Wild figured that they would make Nugget Top by noon
or a little after, perhaps. The boy possessed a
horse that was probably without an equal at the
time we are writi11,g of. The beast was a splendid
sorrel stal!ion, and" the young deadshot named him
Spitfire. Arietta, mounted on her cream-white
broncho, Snowflake, rode along at his side in the
lead, while Cheyenne Charlie and his wife came
next, with Jim Dart and Eloise close behind them,
the two Chinamen bringing up the rear with the
pack-horses. All of them possessed the best steeds
that money could buy, and they certainly were of
the kind that were used to mountain trails, as well
as the rolling plains and desert wastes that were
often to ibe contended with. Friends in Silver
City had even advised the young deadshot not to
take the trail ·b ecause of the danger they might
meet with. But he had only laughed at this.
"Danger is what I am always Jooking for," he
told them, and even the girls were willing to bear
him out in this by declaring that they were of the
same feeling.
• .
Only those who have traveled by stage over the
Rocky Mountains 'can imagine ·the sort of trail it
was that they were now . followin~. While it was
quite easy for the e)!:penenced driyers, who could
handle six horses as well as a pair, to get along
with a cumbersome stage-coach or other vehicle,
it surely would have been hazardous for an ordinary driver accustomed to smooth roads to attempt such a thing. In many places the trail proceeded along narrow ledges, the wheels of the
stage coming within two or three feet of the edge
of a yawning chasm. One little slip would mean
death to passengers and horses, and the complete
destruction of the vehicle itself. It was about the
middle of the forenoon when Young Wild West
and his friends came to one of these sort of
places. They had been compelled to_ ride up a
winding ascent, and when they struck the ledge
and looked down into the yawning chasm that extended a: thousand feet below to a rushing, roaring torrent, they came to a halt.
"No particular danger of a hold-up belng made
right here, Et," Wild said, in his cool and ea~y
way, as he pointed downward and nodded to his
sweetheart.
"Hardly, Wild," the girl answered, as she
shrank back a little. "The villains would have no
chance to operate. My! but it certainly is a ~arrow place right along here. Just see how straight
the wall of rock runs up this side."
She pointed to the right as she spoke, and, sure
enough, there was a sheer ascent of two or three
hundred feet. .
~•1 reckon there's more than one 1·eason why a
gang of road agents wouldn't make a hold-up
here," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, as he took a
look upward and then down into the chasm. "In
the first place they would be afraid that the
blamed old outfit would go tumblin' to the bottom
of the gorge. If that happened, of course they
would lose .what the.y was expectin' to git. Then
ag'in if . them what was in the stage was game
enough to put up a · fight, the measly coyotes
wouldn't stand no show."
. "Two good reasons, Charlie," the young deadshot answered smilingly. "But we of course know
that they wouldn't attempt such a thing. One

~eason why I halted here was because I thought '
1t was pretty nearly time we should meet the '
stage-coach. Another was just to look down be-'.
low. There is a sort of fascination about it, Charlie."
"I don't know what you call it. I'm used t.D''
lookin' down a whole lot, but I don't mind sayin~
that I always feels jest a little funny when I do.'
Why, it's so far to the water down there that I
reckon a man wouldn't look no bigger than a gooltsized coyote."
Anna and Eloise kept close to the foot of the
rocky wall, for they had no notion of looking
downward just then. The two Chinamen who
had been compelled to halt at the commencement '
of the ledge did not see!Jl to be paying any atten- ;
t10n to anything. They were simply waiting to go
on.
"Come on, little girl," Wild said smilingly, as he
started the sorrel stallion for._ward at a walk.
·"Just get around to my right here and then there
certainly will be no danger of you tumbling over
the precipice."
·
·
,
Arietta nodded and promptly took her place at
his side, and then they all rode along, two abreast,
and the dangerous spot was quickly crossed. Once
they got to the end of the ledge they found them. selves right at the mouth of a narrow defile, which '·
extended in zigzag fashion for a considerable distance. Just how far it went they did not kn01i"',
for it happened that even though they had been in
that part of the country many times, they had
never traveled this particular trail before. It
would have been rather difficult for them to pass
if two loaded vehicles had met in the narrow
place. Wheels_ had . worn ruts in the ground, and
it was more hke a regular track than anything
else, while upon either side the jagged walls were ·
.. so close as to make it impossible for more than one ·
horseman to pass at a time.
Our friends rode on, and when perhaps half a •
mile had been covered they came to the sharpest
turn they had yet made. It went directly to the
right, and as they rounded the sharp and jagged
corner of rock they were startled by hearing several shots which sounded muffled, though they felt
that they were pretty near in spite of this fact.
Shots being fired in a hollow with walls of rocks
to shut them off naturally would not reach the
ear with anything like full force. The moml!,llt
he heard the shots Young Wild West reined in
Spitfire and held up his hand.
_
.
Almost ..instantly every rider in the party came
to ·a stop. There might have been half a . dozen
shots fired, or perhaps\ more, but it was a sort of
volley, and Wild was waiting to hear more of
them. He was rewarded in less than twenty seconds. Crang, crang, crang! Three shots rang
out in quick succession, and he knew they were
made by a heavy Remington rifle. Then fainte~
shots were heard, which told plainly that revolvers were getting brought into play.
"Boys," the young deadshot said coolly, as he
nodded to Charlie and Jim, "come on. Let the
girls come with their horses at a walk. I reckon
somethin'1,' is going on. We have got t find out
what "it is."
·
· · -,
"A· hold-up, most likely," Cheyenne Charlie ~nswered, as he promptly urg~d his steed forward;
. Without saying anything fu'rther the _young
deadshot went galloping, along the trail through •
the defile, perrnittin~ the son-el stallion to haw
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free rein. Charlie came after him like a shot,
, while Jim Dart was not far behind, leaving the
gi.r1s and th~ two Chinamen to proceed :111-ore
l_eisure).y. For -two hundred feet they contmued
9h straight ahead, and then there_ was !mother
tlirn which went to the left. Makmg this, they
~me to a place -where the defile extended almost
straight ahead for nearly a quarter of ~ mile.
Then they got a chance to see what was gomg on.
A1most at the very end of the straight space
- ~ d of them they could see a number uf horse:rimn riding about and occasionaUy firing -a shot.
The defile widened considerably here, and this
gave them the opportunity to do this. On· one
side was a stage to which had been hitched six
norses. We say had been hitched because there
were only th1:ee standing, the others having been
shot down. Young Wild West noticed this at the
first ~ance, and the fact that some of those riding about on theil' horses had their faces concealed by black masks made it plain to him that
it was a ho1d-up. Always ready to defend those
fu need of it, and daring in the extreme, the
young deadshot pul1ed a revolver :from the holster
at his side and, waving it over his head, shouted:
"Come on, boys. I reckon we have got to take.
part in this ,game."
.
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie, wliile Jim Dart simP!Y
smiled in a grim sort of way, and, revolver m
h¥(1, gaUoped along after them.
~e .clatter of , their horses' hoofs certain1y
could not be heard· by those ahead, for they were
making so much noise themselves that it wouid
drown anything else. But the trail being alm_ost
p~rfectly straight, they could hardly ·help be'ing
seen as they approached, and before they were
within two hundred -yards .of the scene of the
hold-up the masked horsemen had disappeared.
His eyes flashing with determination) You;ng Wild ,
West rode quickly to the spot where seven men
were standing. Several horse~ lay upon the
ground, either dead or dying, and the bodies of
three men could be seen. There were passengers
inside the stage, too, and they now thrust their
heads out of the doors at either side to see who
it was that had caused the road agents to flee in
such a hurry.
"What's the trouble . here, gentlemen?". the
young deadshot called out, as he brought Spitfire
to halt within a few feet of the group.
"A"hold-up," answered one of the men, who was
nursing a wounded arm. "They caught us ~appin' though we thought we was ready for em.
They got away with the gold, too."
"Get after them, then," the boy shouted, and
then he turned and, riding around the stage, went
along furiously in the direction the road agents
must have taken.
But a hundred yards from the spot the defile
ended in a broad gulch, where rocks reared themselves on almost every hand, while the sturdy
mountain trees grew in patches with undergrowth
between. Not the least sign of a man or horse
could be seen, and as the young deadshot's two
partners galloped up to him as he came to a halt
h~,ahook his head and said:
•7Well, boys, I reckon we were a little too late.
i'l'he sneaking coyotes have got away."
"How in thunder could they git away with a
hundred thouiand· doll-ars in gold as ·quick •as all·

a

that, Wild?" Che;venne Charlie asked, in a . p~
zled way. · '
· _; · ·
"I don't know," ·was tne reply. "We'll go back
and find out." ·
_·
·
·
'
· Turning their horses, they :rode back' to 'the
stage and found the men removin1t the ha1ness
from the three horses that haii been shot so they
might hitch up saddle-horses in place qf· them in
order to continue the journey.
· " ·
·
.,Who's the boss here?".Young Wild' West asked,
as- he r-0de up and dismounted; · ·
"I was in charge of the men what was sent out
to guard the stage," the man with the wounded
arm answered, somewhat hesitatingly.
·
· "Oh, is that so? Now then, tell me how -th\!
road agents got away wi,t h the go1d." .
"They got that the first thing, an' while four ' or
five of 'em was takin• it away the rest stayed here
an' kept ridin' around an' shootm• at us," was.
the reply. "They stole the treasure, an right, an'
! s'pose, I'll be blamed for it. But, ~oung fellei;',
it wasn t my · fault. They come on us so quick
that we didn't have the ghost of a show." ·
The boy looked around at the faces of the others, and he judged that the man was telli'llg the
truth.
"All right," he said, in his coo1 and easy way.
"I'm sorry that lives were lost, but I reckon I'll .
get on the trail of the treasure, as you call it, and
you
can bet a11 you're worth that we'll get it, too."
4
· • 'Hooray, hooray!" shouted one of the men, who .
evidently ·was a passenger: "I know who it is
now, boys. It's Young Wild West, the Champion
Deadshot!"
·
·
, The words had· scarcely left his lips when .the
others joined in a cheer, and the young deadshot·.
smiled and gave a nod.
·
CHAPTER !!.-Young · Wild West Promises· to ·
Trail the Treasure. · • ·
The cheering was spontaneous, 'for the moment
the name of the young deadshot was mentioned
the men standing about joined in giving it.
"Young Wild West," the leader of the mounted
party that had been guarding the stage-coach
carrying the treasure said, as he gripped the boy
by the hand, "my name is John Ender, an' I was
born an' bi:ought up right here in the Rockies. I'm
mighty glad it's you what's come· here. But it's
too bad you didn't git -here a few minutes afore.
Then the blamed road agents wouldn't have got
away with all the gold."
·
"They haven't taken it very far, my friend "
the boy answered, coolly. "What is your loss, anyhow?"
"Only the treasure, an' me with a mighty lame
arm. Them three whats' layin' out there don't
belong to our gang. You kin see by that that we
was doin' somethin'."
"The blamed rascals shot mighty wild, but it's
lucky that we got off as easy as we did," one of
the others spoke up, as he stepped forward and
insisted upon shaking the boy by the hand.
•~You have got it right when you say that. You
certainly did get off pretty lucky. Any of the
passenf,ers robbed?"
"No,' one of the latter answered quickly. "They
didn't seem to bother with 'us much. Jest kept us
covered, · that's all; an' told us ·to· b_e quiet. · Of
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course we had to do as they said; not wantin' to
~
be killed."
Charlie and Jim now dismounted and followed
the young deadshot to the stage.. Three of the four
passengers it had been carrying were still inside,
and they hesitated about getting out.
"What's the matter with you fellows?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, looking at them scornfully.
"Wasn't puttin' up much of a fight, was you?"
"Didn't have no chance to put up a fight," one
of them answered, somewhat sharply. "We
thought it was all right, anyhow, when the attack was made. We had twelve men rid in' along
with us."
"It would have been all right, too," another declared, as he pointed to a niche among the rocks
close to the side of the trail. "It was right there
that four of 'em come ridin' out jest as the driver
put on the brake. More come from the other side.
It was them what stopped him."
"I see," and the boy gave a nod. "You say four
of them came out of that niche?" he added, pointing to it.
"Yes, I'm sure of it. I was lookin' right that
way."
"Did you see where they went when they took
the gold with them?"
"No, I didn't. But-I'm dead sure they didn't go
,
in there."
"You're sure of that, eh?"
"Yes, 'cause I was sorter watchin' 'em. I was
hangin' back in the corner ·here, but keepin' my
eyes open jest the same."
"Them what got the bags of' gold went straight
back," the driver spo1rn up just then. "I know
that 'cause I had to set up on the box there with
my hands over my head. But I kept lookin' around
, me sorter watchin' things, even when the firin'
_
_
was goin' on."
Wild did not stop until he had questioned them
all, but he could learn .nothing further than that
· there had been as many as a dozen maskoo men
who had attacke'd the ~tage-coach so suddenly that
there was no chance to put up much of a defense
until the treasure had been seized. Really no firing had been done until four of the masked villairn, rode away, each with a bag of gold on his
horse. But Wild knew better than this. It certainly had taken more than four men to get away
with a hundred thousand dollars in gold, especially to do it so quickly.
"How many b ~s were the1·e?" he asked, turn·
ing to the driver 1
"Eight of 'em,• was the reply.
"Eight· bags of ' gold, aggregating a hundred
thousand dollars, eh? Well, how could four horsemen get away with them all in such a hurry?" and
he looked the man squarely in the eyes.
. "They tied 'em together an' slung 'em over the
horses. I sj!en 'em when they was <loin' it."
"Did they ride on the horses?"
"No, they jest led the horses."
"I theught some one said they rode away in a
.
hurry."
"They did r ide away," one of the passengers
declared . "I heard the horses gallopin'."
. Then several contradictory remarks were made,
and after listening for a ininute or two Wild decided that undoubtedly the 1·oad agents had got
away with the hundred thousand dollars in gold,
~mt just how it was done no one could tell exactJy. But the ~£let tha~ the treasu:e had been

successfully -taken from the stage was enough. It
seemed that nearly every man in the party hadheard of the young deadshot, and they had looked
to him to help them out.
"What are we goin' to do Young Wild West?".
John Ender, the leader of the twelve picked men
who had been sent along ·with the stage from the.
mining camp, asked.
"If you want me to tell you what I think about
it, I certainly will do it,"· was the reply.
"I do want you to tell me. What's the bes
thing to do?"
"I see a couple of the men have hitched up three·
saddlehorses to pull the outfit."
"Yes, I told 'em to do that, 'cause I thought it
was the best thing."
"All right, then. Most likely these passengers
are anxious to get to Silver City."
"We are," one of them spoke up, eagerly.
-: "That being the case,'' and the boy nodded his
head to Ender, "I say let the stage go right on."
"Without the treasure, eh?" the driver asked,
getting somewhat excited.
"I don't see how you are going to take it with
you, since the road agents have got it," and Wild
.
laughed lightly.
"Say, Young Wild West," · John Ender said,
a_pologetically, "you're actin' as if this here thing
.
don't amount to .much."
"Am I? Well, don't think that I feel that way.
treas.
A
·I think it has amounted to a great deal.
ure worth a hi,mdred thousand dollars has b~ stolen, and the worst part of it is that the thieves
have got out of sight. That's certainly · bad
enough."
"Yes, but you don't seem to think it amounts to
a lot. Maybe that's 'cause you ain't no loser."
"It isn't that, Ender. I don't mind telling you
that I feel confident that the treasure will be recovered."
"Oh, that's it, eh?"
"Yes, that's about the size of it. . Now, you .
ought to have .sense enough to realize that the
road agents must have gone to some hiding-place
close by. Certainly they didn't go straight up
along the trail. Even those who disappeared so
quickly as we were coming up didn't do that, for
we 'were not very far behind them, and when we
got around behind the stage-coach they we1;e nowhere to be seen. Now then, you can do as you
like about it, but my advice is to let the outfit go ·
on to Silver City. Th1·ee of you will be withl>ut
horses, but that's all right. You can go alo:rfg in
the .stage. The rest can remain here and help search for the road agents or go to Silver City if
they like. Maybe they'll feel like going back to
Nugget Top."
"I certainly don't feel like goin' back there,
after what's happened," Ender declared solemnly,
and then he looked at his companions.
"I reckon none of us feels like that. We was
s:worn in as deputies by the sheriff, an' we're un- ,
der pay,'' one of them replied, with a shrug of the
shoulders. "You might say," he added, · shaking
his head thoughtfully., "that werre responsibfe for
what happened. The minin' company is · puttin'
up the m_oney to pay us, an' we're s'posed to see
to it that gold g-its through where it's sent to when
'Ye're told to go along with it an' look out tor
· ,
road agents."
"Probably your employers may excuse you after
t ey learn how suddeJ]lY the t)iing was done.'!:
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be ·a sure thing that
:Wild said smilingly. "But see here, gentlemen. told you that I thi:nk it will the
treasure."
Nothing suits me b·e tter than to get the cqance to we will succeed in trailing
"Trailin' the treasure, eh? Well, I hope you do.
hunt down such a gang as this one must be. I
that there must be a
believe I said a little while ago that we would re- But it sorter seems to meThis
here kind of busicover the stolen treasure for you. I say it again. mighty big gang of 'em.
time along this here
If we fail to do it it will be the first time we ever ness has been goin' on a long
trail, an' it's about time that the gang of road
tried such a thing and didn't accomplish it."
"Hello!" a man called out just then. "Who's agents was broke up." particular to do just now,
. · "We haven't anything
~em folks? Gals, as I live!"
enough .to
He pointed in the direction our hero and his so we'll hang around these . parts long
partners had come from when they galloped to the do the job, I reckon." measly coyotes, an' don't
"We'll round up the
scene too late to be of any assistan<:e to the party
Charlie added, his eyes
that had been so suddenly attacked by the road you forgit it!" Cheyenne
what I call mighty
agep.ts. The girls and the two Chinamen had flashing. "This will be jest
Wow, wow,
reached the scene and had come to a halt a short easy for us. vVhoopee, whoopee!
distance away. Just how l_o ng they had . been wow!"
Nearly every man in the crowd got the inspirathere no one seemed to know, for it happened that
tion and joined him in giving a cheer. The your,g
the backs of all hands were turned that way.
'l:emained standing upon
"Wild," Arietta called out, when she saw the dead~hot and his friends
outfit was ready to move on.
young deadshot looking that way, "did the road the ground until the
When it started off the three men who had subagents succeed in their rascally work?"
their horses hitched to the
"I rather think they did, Et," was the cool and . mitted to having along
with the passengers and
easy reply. "They got away with a treasure vehicle got inside
while the nine remained
worth a hundred thousand dollars, and shot three the three dead bodies,
where they were, as if undecided just what to do.
·
ltorses, too."
Wild talked it over ' with his partners and the
- "Then the bodies lying out here are those of the girls
for a few minutes, and then all hands
road agents?"
mounted their horses.
~ •; That's right, little girl. Three of. them got · "Where are you goin', Youn~ Wild West?"
11m,t. Lucky, wasn't they?"
Ender asked, somewhat l)Ohtely, for he was
"I should say so, Wild," and then the girl John
a little bit bashful as well as confused in the presquickly dismounted and fearlessly ran to the near- ence
of the fair sex.
est of the silent forms. But she did not stoop to
"Not very far, I reckon," was the reply. "Does
make a close examinatio n. The dead road· agent there
happen to be any water anywhere close
lay upon his side, and the black mask still con- by?"
.
cealed his features.
there's a pool of it less than a
Why,
"Water!
"I
exclaimed.
Charlie
· "By jingo!" Cheyenne
Jest at the mouth of the
away.
yards
hundred
:recognize
would
fellers
wonder if any of these
There's a little waterfall what'
know.
you
pass,
·
tbem, Wild?"
tumbles down from 'way up- above."
· "That's so," was the quick reply. "Say, Ender,
"Good! I reckon we'll camp right there, then."
befellows
these
seen
it might be that you have
and the man looked amazed.
"Camp!"
not
might
they
that
fore. The probabilitie s are
is nothing like being right near the
there
"Yes,
be strangers, you know."
where the road agents disappeared , you
place
· "You're right on that. I never thought about know."
that," and the leader of the stage-coa,ch guards
"But s'pose they should happen to come out an'
quickly ran over and tore the mask from the face tackle you. They might think you have got money
.
of the man Arietta was standing near.
an' valuables with you."
"I ~now him, I know him!" he exclaimed, in
"That's just what we would like to have them
rise. "That's the feller they called Gus, do."
Si
what's b_e en hanging ar;mnd the Blue Diamond
"Hadn't we better stay with you, then?"
Saloon over at Nugget Top. I never allowed that
"I didn't intend to ask you to do that, but if you
he was a road agent, though. Always had plenty feel tl}at way you can do so. We might need your
of money to spend, too. But he was somewhat of help, you know."
a: gambler."
"Good! I don't know anything better boys"
'
'
. The faces of the other two dead men were and the man turned to his followers.
recognized
were
too,
they,
quickly' examiried, and
They an seemed greatly taken up with the idea
at
saloon
same
the
as having been frequenters of
and became more cheerful. than they had been at
the mining camp. Wild and his partners did not any time since the attack was made upon thf!
this.
at
seem to be at all surprised
stage. The rumbling of the stage-coach wheels
· "It generally happens, you know," he said to the soon died out in the distance, and then Young
being
of
way
a
have
men; "that such men usually
Wild _West and his f!iends rode <?n along the traH,
about a place like Nugget Top. They probably the mne men followmg, all talkmg excitedly and
to
going
was
knew beforehand that the treasure
appearing very hopeful. Wild and Arietta, who
be sent over to Silver City._ Now then, the best · were riding ahead, quickly saw the waterfall John
them.
put
to
is
thing you kin do with the dead ones
Ender had alluded to, and the moment their eyes
·• the stage somewhere and take them all with fell upon the spot both decided that it was an adyou."
mirable pla~e to pitch thejr- camp, for it was well
... "If you- say so, that's je-st what we'll do," En- protected on three sides, and ·there was plenty of
·
g:rass for the horses growing about the pool. 'J,'he
der declared.
"I only sug·gested it, that's all. You can do. as spot was not more thaD,. a hundred feet from the
Y.OU like about it. Of course I haven't anything . r~~ular trail, too, so no one could pass without
to say about this affair, you know. I have merely bemll." seen.
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"Allee light, Misler Wild. . Me no say ·~e-,
· "Here we are, heathens!" the young deadshot
called out, as he came to a halt and slipped from thling more. Maybe ID:¥ fool blother· allee same&
the back of Spitfire. ''Go right ahead. now and keepee still, too, so be. Pletty soonee he go ~
·
put the camp in shape. We may have to stay sleepee."
No doubt Wing would like to have made a re.
. here for two or three days, for I have made up
my mind to trail that t:r:easure and restore it to tort to this, but Wild' had said enough to convince
him that it was not advisable to do so. He wenf
/
the owners."
"Hip hi, hoolay!" came fom Hop Wah, who was ahead with his work, and Hop walked over to t~
· i'I>
generally known as Young Wild West's 'Clever other pack-horse and proceeded to unload it.
"You have got quite an outfit, Young Wild
.
'
Chinee.
While he was waving- his .h at and cheering the West," Ender said, as he looked at what they pos"Got grub,
sheriff's depmies showed the utmost surprise, 'for sessed and nodded approvingly.
they :1tardly expected to hear a Chinaman give enough with you, by the way it 'pears, to stay~
away from a town or camp quite· a long while/' ,
vent to his feelings, in that way.
"We generally manage to keep a good supply:
"That's all right, boys," the young deadshot
said, nodding his head to them and smil'ing. of what we need on hand," was the reply. "How :
"That's only Hop Wah. He is somewhat of a about you fellows?"
"Ain't got a thing with us. We reckoned on
wonderful Chinaman, as probably you will find
havin' a good, old-fashioned dinner in Silver City
out after you ·get better acquai~ed with him."
today. But," and he shrugged his shoulders and
looked at his men, "I s'pose if it come to the point
a couple of us could ride on to town an' fetch .
back enough to last us for a day or two. That is,,. ,;
CHAPTER III.-On the Trail.
he added, "if we're goin' to stay here that long.,. 1
"I don't know just how long we'll remain here,
The nine men who did not like to go · back to
to make this our headquar-:: ,
Nugget Top because· they knew they would be held Ender. But I mean
to strike the trail of the treasresponsible for the 1·obbery, were very glad in- ters. We have got
you know, and then we'll follow it until Vf~e ,
deed to remain with Young Wild West and assist ure,
recover it and punish the road agents fo:r whifi. '
him in his efforts to recover the treasure. They theyhave
,
done.
seemed to forget all about what had happened for
"How far is Nugget Top from here?" Jim Dart
the moment as they looked · at the clever Chinee asked,
looking at the leader of the sheriff's men.
when he was introduced by the young deadshot.
"Not more than ten miles, I reckon," .and he·.
"I don't mind shakin' hands with you, Hop
his thumb over his shoulder in the direc- •
Wah," John Ender said, as he walked over to jerked
of the mining camp.
where the Chinaman was ·: standing. "It will be tion
"But of course· you don't want to go back ·
about th.e first time I've shook hands with a
heathen that I kin ever remember of. But it's all there."
"I ain't feelin' as if I'd like to go there very
right. If Young Wild West thinks you're good
I'm the one as will have to bear the whole ,1
enough to 'be with him, an' if you're half what he much.
of it, I s'pose. That heap of gold was in
says you are, I reckon it's worth while to shake brunt.
my charge, you know. The sheriff appointed me ..
with you."
'
this here business."
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop answered, his chief deputy in
"I see. Well, I wouldn't worry muc,h if I were
smiling cheerfully. "Me gottee uncle in China
whattee velly muchee smartee; and me allee samee you, Ender. Wild has said enough to convince
you that h'e means to recover the treasure, and
likee my uncle."
"I'm takin' it that you're tellin' the truth, Hop. the probabilities are that he will do it before you
Young Wild West has said enough to settle it, go back to Nugget Top."
"I hope so," and the man certainly showed th....r::t
anyhow. But I'm bound to say that you don't look
v
to be so very smart. I can't see no difference he was telling the truth.
three
the
tell
to
think
didnt'
we
bad
too
"It's
you."
of
two
the
in
much
Ender turned and looked at Wing, who was at what went over in the stage to fetch some grub
that moment engaged in unloading one of the back," one of the men remarked, after a short
silence. "Most likely they'll each git a horse an'
pack-horses.
"Lat my fool blother, so be," the clever Chinee come back here."
"You needn't worry about your grub," Wild
explained. "He no smartee. He likee sleepee
said assuringly. "We have got plenty to eat on
allee timee."
"Whattee lat you say, Hop?" Wing called out hand. We have with us the haunches of a half~
sharply, his almond eyes flashing, showing his grown bear and two legs of venison that were
anger. "You talkee velly muchee. You sh_u ttee shot two days ago. I reckon that will be meat
enough to last us for a couple of days. Then we
uppee or me smackee you facee."
The deputies grinned broadly, for like the ma- have sufficient flour, ba.c on and other things, so
jority of mankind, they liked to see a little scrap you needn't have any fear of going hungry while
now and then, especially if it happened to be be- you are with us."
"That sounds good, boys," Ender declared, looktween two heathen Chinamen. But Wild was not
going to permit Hop and Wing to engage in a ing at his followers. "Young Wild West is whi~
through an' tb.rough. There ain't another feller
fight or even a quarrel just then.
"Hop," he said rather sternly, "you let Wing in the world what kin come up to him."
"Never mind about that part of it," the young
alone. The· best thing you can do is to go and
help him. When you are done you can talk to deadshot spoke up laughingly. "I assure you that
these men as much as you like. When I intro- I enjoy hunting down road agents as much as a
duced you to them I didnt' intend that you should person could enjoy anything. I have made up my
mind to recover that treasure; and you can rest
start right in and try to be funny."
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assured that it won't be my fault if I fail."
"Now then, Et, I want you to stay right here
"Me helpee findee um gold, so be," Hop Wah and look after things. I mean by that, of course,
chipped in. "Me velly smartee Chinee. Me got- that you will be expected to do your part in case
tee plenty-bigee fireclackers· and fire works. Makee the road agents should suddenly pounce upon the
muchee bang and blaze."
camp here."
"What did he say, John?" one of the men asked,
"You can depend upon me to do my part, Wild,"
for he could not quite understand the ChinalJ}.an's the girl answered smilingly. "But do you really
pidgin-English, since he talked quite rapidly.
think the villains might come here?"
"He said somethin' about firecrackers an' fire-"Well, from what John Ender has said there
ks, I believe, Jerry. But what's the matter niust be quite a number ·of them, and if they
with you? Ain't you been around among hea- should happen to take a notion that there was
thens long enough to understand their lingo?"
much here in the way of money and va}uables it
"I never done a whole lot of ta:lkin' with them wouldn't be surprising if they sneaked up and
kind of people. But now I know what he said, made an attack.''
since you have said that much. He's got plenty
Jim Dart smiled when he heard this from the
of firecrackers an' sich like, an' he kin make a big lips of the young deadshot.
blaze ·an' loud reports. That's about the size of
"You see what's here, Wild," he said, pointing
to the rocks, which were scattered about. "Just
it."
"Lat velly muchee light," Hop said smilingly.
let them try anything like that. I reckon it won't
· "Yes, I reckon there would be a whole lot of be much of a surprise they'll give us.''
light if you started the fireworks goin', if it hap"I 'only wish they would come," Ender declared
pened to be in the nightime."
with great earnestness. "I'm itchin' to clean out
There was a laugh at this, for nearly all the that gang."
rest of them understood that when Hop said
"All right. The chances are you'll be allowed
'light' he meant 'right.' Wild and his two part- to· take it very easy until we return. We'll be
ners now turned their attention to their horses. back in an hour and a half, for if we don't strike
When the deputies saw them unsaddling them the trail by that time I'll make up my mind that
they showed signs of surprise, but no one ven- we have got to get the horses.''
tured to say a word until the animals had been
Then the boy nodded to Charlie, and the two
t·
where the grass was green and luxuriant so promptly left the camp, the scout taking a lariat
they might graze to their heart's content. Then with 'him, as well as his rifle. Wild walked
Ender, after talking in low tones with some of around to the left, looking at the ground sharply.
them, looked at Wild and said:
When he got to the middle of the wagon trail he
"You aint' goin' to start to find the trail right dropped upon his knees and looked searchingly
away, then, Young Wild West?"
about u,pon the ground which was of hard clay
"Oh, yes, I am. I mean to hunt for it right mixed with broken stone. Those at the camp
away.''
·
watched him as he did this, but made no comment
'"But you have jest took the saddles an' bridles that was heard by either the young deadshot or
off your horses.''
.
the scout.
"I know that. I mean to do the trailing on
Charlie was seen following the example of Wild,
and after creeping along upon their hands and
foot.''
·"Oh you do, eh? Accordin' to that, you must knees for a few feet, both arose. They were satthink the blamed rascals didn't go very far with isfied that the mounted road agents had turned
the treasure."
from the trail, going almost directly toward the
"That is my opinion. But I may be mistaken. spot where the camp had been pitched. But there
Anyhow, I ani going to try it on foot first.''
was nothing more than comparatively smooth rock
'"Wild knows what he's doin', you kin bet on leading straight to the foot of the steep bluff, so it
that," Charlie said, nodding his head in a confi- was impossible to find anything like hoof-prints.
However, there· were many niches and openings in
dent way.
·
der said no more, but turned to his compan- · the cliff, and Wild wanted to find one · that was
ions and proceeded to explain to them that it must large enough for a horseman to ride through, He
certainly be all right. It was only about eleven went from one to another, Charlie close at his
o'clock, so Wild decided to begin the search for heels, and presently he struck what he thought
was the right place.
the road agents before dinner.
"Here we are, Charlie. I reckon it's worth
"Charlie," he said, nodding to the scout, "I
reckon you'll go with m~. The rest will stay here while to go through here," he said, in a whisper.
"We can't see any hoofprints, of course, for it is
until we come back."
The scout was expecting something like this, nothing but solid rock, but we will proceed on a
short distance, and then probably we may have
and he promptly nodded his willingness,
"If you have got the right idea of things, I better luck."
"Right you are, Wild," and the scout went into
reckon we won't be long in findin' where the
the opening after him, disappearing from the view
measly coyotes are," he said.
Ender and his men now proceeded to remove the of those at the camp.
The fact that no one had given a good account
saddles and bridles from their horses. They took
it for granted that they were to remain right of just how the gold had been spirited away, or
there until further orders, and there was not a man how many were required to take it, convinced the.
aiwfng them w ho was not willing to do exactly as young deadshot that in all probability it had not
the young deadshot suggested. Picking up }:tis been taken very far from the scene of the hold-up.
If this were true it was a pretty sure thing
rifle, which he had leaned against a rock, Wild
made a quick examination of it and findin~ that it that the villainous gang must know of the camp
was ready for use, and that the magazme was that had been established close to the side of the
:well filled, he nodded to his sweetheart and said: trail. Wild did not fear that the road agents

,,.
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would make an attack upon those he had left
there. Since there were nine men to assist Jim
and the girls, they would have little or no difficulty in repulsing the road agents, and the latter
must certainly be possessed of enough sense to
realize this.
"Come on, Charlie," he whispered. "Don't make
any more noise than yo~ can help."
"I'm right here, Wild, walkin' as if I was treadin' on eggs. Don't worry about me," was the reply.
The two passed on ·t hrough the opening, which
was a sort of natural tunnel, and when they had
covered a distance of probably thirty feet it suddenly became wider. It was not a very long one,
either, for they could see light ahead. Still, it
was rather dark where they now were, and in order to get a good look at the ground Wild dropped
upon his knees and felt about with his hands.
There was a thin covering of sand, which no doubt
had been blown there by the winds, and when he
discovered this he was not long in striking a
match. Then he plainly saw hoof-prints as well
as those made by men wearing boots. They
showed rather faintly, since the sand thinly covered the ground, but he had seen enough to convince him that they really had struck the trail.
He held the match close to the ground long
enough for the scout to see what he had discovered, and then extinguishing it arose to his feet
and started softly ahead, at the same time taking
a revolver from the holster at his side. Charlie
followed his example in this, allowing his rifle to
remain slung over his shoulder. On through the
narrow passage the two made their way, not making a sound that could be heard ten feet from
them. When they got to the end of the natural
tunnel they found themselves in a broad hollow,
the rocky walls stretching up on either side. At
the right it went on up to an enormous height,
and a fringe of mountain pines skirted the edge.
The two paused and took in their surroundings
before going any further.
There was nothing living in the order of flesh
and blood to be seen but a solitary vulture that
was perched upon a towering rock several hundred feet above them to the right. The bird was
pluming itself, and apparently did not notice them
at all. But at the same time both Wild and Charlie were struck with the idea that the vulture was
sitting there probably watching for the chance to
get something to eat. That being the case, there
must be something in that particular line not far
away. This did not mean that they were close to
the camp of the road agents, for it might be that
some animals had tumbled over the cliff to be
dashed to pieces upon the rocks below, and the
vulture might be preparing to descend upon it
to enjoy a repast.
Wild nodded to his partner, and then proceeded
on, keeping to the left, where the sloping, rocky
sides were not so high. Big boulders and rocks of
fantastic shapes were scattered about, and
straight ahead the blue line of the sky could ~
seen, showing that the little gulch ended perhaps
a mile away upon the side of the mountain. The
two had not gone more than a hundred yards after
coming out of the natural tunnel when they
struck a patch of ground that was comparatively
soft. Then fresh hoof-prints were to be seen in
plenty. Elated at the success they had met with
light at the very start, Wild and Charlie contin-

ued on. Here and there the trail was plainly discernible, but in most parts of the ground was so
hard and rocky that it was impossible to see a
thing that would indicate that either man or beast
had passed that way.
In silence they walked along and soon found
themselves nearing the end of the gulch. Then
they could see the foliage of trees quite a little
distance ahead, and as they drew a little nearer
they saw that it was the top of the ridge. Look-,
ing sharply upon both sides, they continued o:d
and at length found themselves standing at the
very edge of a precipice that ran downward _for
about a hundred fet to a comparatively level
tract, which was well wooded, with a stream of
water ,vinding its way through the centre. But
there was nothing like civilization to be seen anyhere, and after taking a good look across the level
tract and below them, the two turned and gazed
back in the direction they had come. At that very
moment they saw the vulture suddenly leave its
perch and after making a short circ~, descend
rapidly into the gulch. Straight to the bottom the
huge bird of prey came, and when it had disappeared from view behind a clump of rocks, Wild
touched the scout on the arm and said:
"Come on, Charlie, we'll see what that fellow is
after."
They started back on a run, and as they were
within a hundred yards of the spot where the bi:r4,
had descended they suddenly saw it rise, clutch~
in its talons what w~s unmistakably the shin bone
of some large animal. Upward soared the vulture
until it was almost directly over the heads of the
two. Then suddenly the bone slipped from its
talons, and down it came, striking the ground a
short distance away. Wild and Charlie ran to it
instantly, and quickly discovered that it really was
a shin bone, and that there was still some meat
upon it. But more than that. All the evidences
oi the meat having been cut from it were there.
"Charlie," Wild said, in his cool and easy way,
"I reckon the gang of road agents is close by.
They must have thrown that bone away, after getting all the meat they wanted from it. Now then,
we know pretty near where to make the search.
Watch for an opening that looks like the entrance
to a cave."
"Right you are, Wild," was the reply. "Jest

k~~w~"

~

Leaving the bone lie where it had fallen, t.ile
young deadshot turned across the gulch, for he
saw several black openings among the rocks. He
had barely taken ten steps when the report of a
rifle sounded, and a bullet passed over his head.

CHAPTER IV.-The Arrival of the Stranger.
Those left in the newly formed camp_remained
inactive and quite silent for fuUy five minutes
after Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
took their departure.
The nine men who felt themselves responsible
for the loss of the golden treasure became uneasy, however, and presently John Ender thei.,li;
leader arose from the ground where he had bee.i'
sitting and approached the two Chinamen, who
were now taking things easy not far from the .
edge of the pool into which the little waterfall '
tumbled. The fallin2: water made considerable
.ti
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' had
of a noise, as might be supposed, and Ender
to raise his voice when he spoke to the two
heathens.
"You two gents seem to be all right," he said,
as if apologizing for approaching them. "Young
Wild West has told me that you," nodding to
Hop, "are something above the ordinary. Now
then, since we have got to wait here without
doin' nothin' for a little while, I'd jest like to
fl!lnre you show us that he's right in sayin' what
he did."
"Whattee you meanee ?" Hop asked, coming
over close to him and acting as !f he was greatly
surprised.
"Ain't you Young Wild West's clever Chinee ?"
and the man looked at him as if he thought he
might be mistaken.
"Lat light. Me velly gleat Chinee. Me gotee
uncle in China whatee velly muchee smartee, and
me allee samee likee my uncle.
"Come over this way. I'd like to talk to you,"
and Ender nodded toward the trail, away from
the little waterfall.
Wing merely looked on. The fact was he had
taken a comfortable position with his back against
a rock that leaned just sufficiently to enable him
to take a good rest, and he had no interest
whatever in his brother or anything else just
. He knew that in a few minutes he must
n making preparations for the noonday meal,
he was making the best of it beforehand.
Ender's companions looked at him as he walked
leisurely over to the edge of the trail with the
Chinaman. Then they arose, orre after the other,
and followed.
"Boys, I didn't tell you to come over here,"
the leader said, with a smile, "but since you
have got here I don't mind tellin' you that I've
called the heathen over here to have a little talk
with him. He's got firecrackers an' sich like
wtih him, you know."
• "That's what he said." one of t hem answered.
"But I don't know as it would be jest the right
thing to let any fireworks go off jest now."
Hop l}:rinne<l at this.
"You flaid maybe um load agents comee ?" he
said, questioningly.
"Fireworks ain't nothin' in the daytime," was
t reply.
"Maybe you allee samee gottee fireworks in
you hat," the Chinaman observed, sug~estively.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the man standing close
to the fellow who had been spoken to. "He's
meanin' that maybe somethin' is alive in your
hat besides your head, Bill."
Then the rest laughed.
"I don't know what he's meani;n," Bill answered, SOIJlewhat angrily, "but sartinly what you're
meanin' ain't so. Another thing, anything like
them couldn't be firewo;rks. But I want you to
know that I'm jest about as clean with my head
as any man livin'. My hat's clean, too, an' if
you don't believe it, there it is. Take a look for
yourself."
-" e takee you hat," Hop spoke up, and before
man knew it he had it and was examining it.
"No fireworks," he declared, shaking his head
and speaking as if he was somewhat surprised.
"But plenty other thlings in your hat, so be."
"What's in my hat?" Bill asked, indignantly, as
he took a step toward the Chinaman.
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"You sittee down, and me showee you velly
muchee quickee. Evelybody sittee down."
A wave of the Chinaman's hand caused them to
all sit down in a circle about him in a most respectful manner. Jim and the girls at the camp
looked over that way, but since they knew the
Chinaman was always up to some sort of a trick,
they paid no particular attention to what was going on. Hop proceeded to examine the inside of
the hat carefully. He did not say a thing for
half a minute, but shook his ·head several times as
if he was greatly surprised. Presently he produced a knife from somewhere under his loosefitting blouse and reaching down inside the hat,
went through the performance of prying at something that was difficult to get at. The men about
him craned their necks, Bill included. Then the
Chinaman suddenly held up the knife and showed
a cork sticking to the end of it. It was nothing
more than an ordinary cork, such as are used for
bottles or flasks that are common at places where
liquor is sold.
"Me gittee outtee velly muchee quickee," the
Chinaman declared, peering at Bill, and at the
same time acting as if he was amazed. "You
velly smartee man, Misler Bill. Maybe you
thlinkee you foolee me. You say you no gettee
fireworks in you hat, but you gottee something lat
allee. light. Lookee velly muchee !ikee tanglefoot.
Me hkee tanglefoot. Maybe me takee lillee dlink,
so be."
Not one of them laughed at hearing that. It
was so surprising to them to see the Chinaman
apparently pry a cork loose from the interior of
the hat that they could not but imagine that it
must have come out of a bottle. But certainly
there had been no bottle in the hat when it was
taken from Bill's head. Hop took the big yellow
silk handkerchief he always carried with him to
assist him in performing his feats of sleight of
hand and slowly he covered the hat with it holding it up a 'short distance from the ground with his
left hand. He kept shaking his head as if he was
dubious about something while he was doing this.
When he had it just to suit him he held up the
knife with the cork sticking to the end of it and
in a warning way shook it at his victim.
'
"Misler Bill," he said, "you velly smartee Meli.can man. But you no foolee poor Chinee. , You
gottee um bottle of tanglefoot in you hat. Me
findee and now me takee lillee dlink."
Then he reached under the handkerchief and
drew forth a pint flask, which was full of some
sort of liquid. There was no cork to it, so it was
taken for granted by his small audience that it
was from this that-the cork had been removed a
short time before. Hop looked at the flask and
smacked his lips.
"Me likee tanglefoot velly muchee," he said.
"Now me findee cup."
· Placing the flask upon the ground at his right
hand, he reached into the hat and quickly brought
forth a common tin cup. Having done this he
permitted the handkerchief to fall over ihe hat
and then poured some of the contents of the bot~
tle into the cup.
"Velly goodee luckee, Misler Bill!" he said, as
h~ norided to the mystified man who owned the
hat. "Me likc,e you velly muchee."
Then he dr.ained the contents of the cup, and
after smacking his lips dove into the hat again
and pulled from it a cigar.
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"Say;"Bill,'' Ender said, a broad grin on his
. face, for.. he seemed to realize that it was simply a
· sleight-of-hand trick the Chinaman was performing, "I sorter reckon that you must be putty
tricky in your W)l.YS- Had a hat with a bottle of
. whisky in it an' some cigars, did you, an' wouldn't
say a word to any of the rest of us? All right.
Jest wait. _I'll fix you later on."
"John, you know very well that I didn't have
nothin' in my hat,'' declared Bill, completely mystified. "That heathen is simply makin'. it look
that way. He put that handkerchief of his over
the hat, an' then he goes to work an' brings them
things out of it. It ain't likely that he got that
flask an' cigar from any other place than one of
his own pockets."
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, indignantly, and
he quickly ·gathered up the handkerchief and
thrust it under his blouse.
· "I'm meanin' what I say, heathen," Bill continu.ed, his eyes :flashing. ."It may be mighty smart
of you to do this here thing, but I reckon I'm an
honest an' straightforward man, an' I never told a
lie in my life. I'm tellin' you right to your face
that there wa·sn't nothin' in my hat, an' I don't
care what you're makin' believe that you take
from it, either."
"Misler Bill,'' Hop answered, solemnly, as he
shook his head, "you velly nicee Melican man, but
you no foolee. um poor Chinee."
Then Hop turned to . the flask at his side and
calmly poured some of it' into the tin cup.
"You iike'e lillee dlink?" he asked, smiling pleasantly at Ender.
"I reckon I kin go a few drops of that there
stuff jest about now," was the reply; "It ain't
likely Young Wild West would raise any objections if he was here. But since he ain't here, I
ain't got to ask him. A little bit more, heathen.
Don't be mean with it."
"Allee light," and Hop poured some more of the
whisky, for such it was that the flask contained,
into the cup.
Ender smelled it, and with a nod of satisfaction
swallowed the contents of the cup·.
"Boys," he declared, looking at his companions,
"that's mighty good liquor, if I do say it myself.
I don't knowjest where :J3il1 got it, but sartinly he
couldn't have got it over at the Blue Diamond
saloon. They ain't sellin' sich good stuff at that
place."
•
. "You j.h ink you're smart, John," Bill cried, completely losing his temper. "If I'm bein' made a
fool of, an' you're helpin' it al_ong, I'd like to know
it. Don't thjnk for a minute that I'm a bit afraid
of you; even if the sheriff told you that you was to
boss us goin' over to Silver City with that hundred thousand dollars in gold. It wasn't my fault
t~_a t the measly outlaws took it from the stage, an'
you "all know that. I was one who stood right.
there, an' I kin prove by a couple of men right
here that I shot one of the masked galoots."
Bill's voice rose to a high pitch, and Jim Dart
. must have noticed that he was a little angry, for
he quickly walked over and said: ·
· "What's the trouble here?"
. "They're tryin' t.o make a fool of me," the victim of the j-0ke answered, quickly.• ."I don't mind
tellin' you that I'm a mighty peaceable man ,in my_
way, but when ::iomep<>dy takes my hat an' gives it
to the Chinam_an, .an' he pulls--a whisky flask an'

a cigar from it, an' then makes 'em all laugh an'
poke fun at me, I ain't in the humor to stand it.!'
"You shouldn't get mad," Dart. answered, smilingly. "Hop is a magi::ian, you know."
:;
"I don't care what he is. But I do care about
what John Ender an' some of the others is sayin~•
They heedn't laugh at me, 'cause- I reckon there
ain't nothin' more that's out .of the way in my ha"t
than there is in any of theirs."
"Sit down. The Chinaman is simply having ~
little fun, that's all. You say he took a flask ~f
whisky and a cigar from your hat?"
:
· "Yes, that's what he believes he done, anyhow.
Of course I know he didn't, for I didn't have anything like that in my hat."
.
.
"I know you didn't. That shows that he is able
to deceive you. That flask of whisky belongs to
him, and he must have made it appear that
took it from the hat."
.
·
, - "Yes, that's dead sure. But afore I'll let him
go al}y further with that hat I want a taste of the
whisky. That's the kind of a man I am."
··
"Hop, you hear what he says,'' Jim said, sternly. "I never take a drink of anything strong myself, but apparently he does, so just let him have
what he wants."
·
"Allee light, Misler Jim,'' the Chinaman answered, somewhat meekly. "Misler Bill velly nicee
Melican man. Me likee him velly muchee. He
havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
.
.
Then the Chinaman poured some of the con~ut.,s '
of the bottle into the tin cup and passed it to Bill,
who, with a nod of triumph, promptly raised it to
- his lips.
"That makes me feel a little better,'' he declared, laughingly. "Say, boys, I ain't as much
of a fool as you think I am.'.'
·
Then he broke into a hearty laugh, though none
of them could exactly understand why he did so.
"Hop," advised Jim, shaking ·a finger at him,
"don't go too far with your funny business. We
don't know at what minute the r·oad agents may
appear here. If they should happen to.come along
just now with you and the men right out here
close to the trail the chances are some of you
would be ·shot before you could get to cover."
"Lat allee light, Misler Jim. Me no 'flaid of um
load agents, so be. · Me velly smartee Chinee."
Jim turned .and went. back to the girls, and just
as he had taken a seat near them the clatter of
hoofs sounded and a solitary horseman -appeii_•~ed
riding up the trail~ Instantly the nine deputies
sprang to their 'feet. Hop arose in a careless sort
of way, and corking the flask which he had taken
from th.e ground, he slipped it somewhere under
his coat.
·
"Takee you bat, Misler Bill,'' he · said, as he_
reached down and picked it up. "Me no wantee
some more, so be. Um stlanger comee,"
The horseman reined in his .steed. directly before
the party. He was . a man of the ordinary · type,
and so was the horse he was riding.
"Kin you gents tell me the way to Nugget
Top?" he asked, as he ·looked from one to the
other.
.
''Right that way,'' John Ender answered quick..'.ly, as · he pointed in the proper direction.
• ·
"-T hank -you. But say, what are you stoppm'.·
h~re, for? It can't be \:ercV far to .Nugget '],"op,
l<1!1 1t? _I !vas told that it was, less than twenty;
miles when I left Silver Gity, an' I'm dead •sartiJi·
th_a_t I've come· ~or,e than half the way."
•
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"You're a stranger in these here parts, then?" him, and give you a chance to draw a bead on
Ender said, suggestively.
'
him."
· "That's right. Never been here afore in my
"Right you are; Wild," the scout answered, and
life. I'm stranded, too.· All I've got left is th"' then the young • deadshot coolly placed his hat
horse I'm ridin'. Got robbed in Silver City last upon the end of his rifle barrel and prepared to
imght, an' had to light out this mornin' without a ·-thrust it above the rock to make 'it appear as if a
'dollar to my name."
person was trying to get · a peep at something.
,. Jim Dart walked over to the spot.
As he said, it was · an ·old-time ruse, but seldom
J· "Stranded; are you?" he said, smilingly.
it failed, and so it proved in this · case. The hat
"Yes, that's right, young feller."
had barely appeared above the rock when-"Haven't got any money with you, you say?"
Crang ! A sharp · rep·o rt sounded, and a bullet
"Not even a cent."
struck within three inches of it, glancing off only
"Meet anybody on the trail ?'t
to end its fight against the rocky wall behind
"Not a soul."
them . . Charlie could not see the man who fired it,
"Been riding pretty -fast, haven't you?"
but he was ready, · and almost immediately after
"No. I took it putty easy all the way over."
the report sounded his rifle cracked. There was
·· "And you left Silver City this morning, you no cry to follow the shot, so our two friends knew
:say'!"
that it had not taken effect. Wild tried again
' "Yes, somethin' like two hours an a half ago." with his hat, but it did not work this time. Evi"Boys," Jim said, nodding to the men standin,g dently the man had discovered the fraud. For
about, "I reckon this man is telling a lie. Sup- five minutes they remained there, but failed to see
·'J)ose we search him and see whether he has any ' anything of the road agents.
.
money or not."
"Just mark that place well in your mind, Char"Road .agents, by jingo!" exclaimed the stran- lie," Wild said, in a low tone of 'Voice. "It would
ger, and quickly he pulled his revolver.
hardly be safe Jor us to attempt to go over there
- But Jim was too quick for him, and leaping to- . right now. But we'll come back later on. The
ward him, he struck the weapon from his hand.
best thing- we can do now is to get back to the
· "Stranger," he said, coolly, "I reckon you'll have camp."
<to answer a few questions before you go any fur"Right you are, Wild. I'd know that place even
:::ther. It strikes me th.i,t you are not altogether if it was in the dark. I've got everything around
what you are tryihg to make it appear. Now it :fixed well in my mind. That big boulder with
n, get down from your horse, and be quick the round bump on it is enough; to let us know
· about it."
right where it is. It stands jest -about ten feet
from that cave."
,
·
"I noticed it, Charlie. Come on now. We have
CHAPTER V.-Wild Picks Up Valuable Infor- got to do some tall creeping, I reckon. There is
quite a wide spac.e where it is in the open that we
mation.
must cross in o:vder to get away from here. Be
,
' Young Wild .West saw the puff of smoke as the very careful."
"You don'~ need to tell me that, Wild. I ain't
·s hot was fired. and without an instant's delay he
, sprang for a nearby rock, calling out as he did so: got a likin' to have a bullet touch any part of me,
"Down, Charlie. I reckon the road agents are an' y_ou .kin bet I'll try to keep •from gittin' hit.
But Jest let 'em show themselves," and his eyes
'lelose by, and no mistake."
~; But .the scout scarcely n eeded to be told to drop flashed. "Then I'll take the chances of bein' hit
.
lo the ground. He, too, had seen where the shot while I'm tryin' to hit them."
' Wild made no reply to this, but started creeping
'came from, and ah:p.ost as soon as Wild reached
the rock he was there, too. There was a grim along among the rocks. Charlie kept within a few
smile on Charlie's face, and his eyes danced with feet of him, and in this way they proceeded, until
they came to the open stretch the young deadshot
satisfaction.
·' "A mighty poor shot that feller was, Wild," he had allµded to. Motioning Charlie to keep back,
Wild turned to a rock that was a little to the left
. said, as he made ready to use his rifle.
- ~ He should have done better at such a close and then took the risk of rising slightly and lookTange," was the reply. "But that's our luck, you ing over to the danger spot. Nothing was to be
seen· there, so after waiting a moment he crept on
know."
•
' "Mighty g ood luck, too, I s'pose. Now thel)., again and was soon half way to the shelter that
·jest let me git a glimpse of the measly coyote, 1:1n' lay a few yards beyond. Slowly he moved along,
I reckon he'll never fire another shot, not in this the scout close behind him, and just as they had
about r eached the r ocks they were aiming for two
here world, anyhow." ---.. .
The t wo watched from behind the rock, but fail- shots sounded in quick succession, and the dirt
ed to see anything that would in dicat e the p res- was plowed u p within a few inches of the two.
ence of a m an ne ar where the shot had come from.
· "Ea sy, Charlie," the young deadshot called out
But there were so many big boulders a nd rocks shar ply, for he f eared the scout might rise to anscattered about close to the foot of the cliff that it swer the shots.
might be that he or per haps' several more were
He spoke just in time; for certainly that wa.;;
' hiding and waiting to shoot down the young dead- Charlie's intention. But he obeyed orders, and
shot and his partner. A rather wide opening then moving a little fa ster, succeeded in getting
·w hich Wild took to be the mouth of a cave was behind a r ock just a s Wild arrived ahead of him.
t1l2 particular spot he was inter ested in just then.
"There!" and the young deadshot breathed a
'flat was where the man had been when the rifle sigh. of relief. "That was quite a · ticklish thing
'Was discharged.
·
to do, I know, for undoubtedly those fellows would
x "Charlie," he said, as he took off his hat, "I kill ua if they could. They have come to the coniieckon we'll try the old-time game. It might fool clusion that we are after them, and of course the:r
1
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al'e not going to let us, keep .on.if they can help

Now then, back to the camp."
After dodging along behind the rocks for a
distance .of about thirty feet they knew it was
sa'f~ to rise a11d p1·oc-eed on, so they promptly did
so. At; they looked back .they could no longer see
the cave the shooting had come from, for there
were high 1·ocks bt>twee'n.- Through the narrow
pass they went, an:l in a very short time they got
'back to th'e camp. A slight surprise a'\Vaited them
for it happened tl,at Jim Dart had just made a
priscner of the stranger who had ridden up, declaring that lie haJ crone all the way from Silver
.
.
City.
· "What's going on here, Jim?" the young deadshot asked, as he looked at the prisoner.
"One of the ru1d agents, Wild," was the reply.
"I happened to l'E)COgnize him when he came up.
I knew the horse, JOU know."
"Knew the horse, eh?"
"Yes. When the masked men turned to ride
away from the stage-coach I could not help noticing that one of the horses was lame in the left
foreleg. There is the horse right there."
' Dart pointed to the animal, which was in charge
of John Ender.
"Another thing," he went on, looking sharply at
the prisoner, "he told _us he .didn't meet al).y one,
and yet he came straight along the trail."
"That was enough to m~ke you take him a prisoner, Jim," Charlie spoke .up, as he lookJ:!d at the
prisoner. "He oughter have k:pff\yed better than
to say·that, 'cause thC' stage V1;ent on."
"Maybe he had an idea it turned and went back
to the mining camp," Wild said, smilingly.. "How
about it, ;my friend?"· .
. "I ain't got nothin" to say," came fr<;>m the man,
whose face was· very ·pale, showing .that he must
have felt that his life was in danger.
, ." Nothin~ to .say, eh? All right. I don't .know
a's it makes inucJt diff(}rence whether you say any-thing or not. We know that you belong to the
gang of road agents, so that settles it."
"I ain't no road agent. I'm an honest man on
my way to Nugget Top."
·,.1 thought you just said you were not going to
·
say a:nything."
•~I've .got a right to defend my case, ain't I?"
"Of course you have. · Now since you have·
changed your mind about doing any talking, I'll
ask you a question or two."
· "Go ahead. Ask me anything you want to, an'
· ·
·
I'll tell you the trutl).." .
"Yo~'te )ying w~en you say ~~at. My partner
recogmzed the horse you were r1dmg, and that settles it. You're a ·road agent, so you may as well
.·
admit it."
· The face of the man turned a shade pale1·, and
he fidgeted about with his right foot, at the same
time looking a:t the ground.
· "Go on and talk," the ·young deadshot command'
. . .
ed his eyes flashing.
Then he <:oolly drew a revolver, and pointing it
·
squarely at the man's breast,' added:
"Now then; are you a road agent or not?"
"I ain't no road agent. Go ahead an' shoot me
if you want to."
· He said it as if he ·was resigned to his fate. But
Wild of course had no intention of shooting him.
.."Take care of him, Ender," he ·said, and the11
·
turning to Jim, he added: ·
· "I reckon we )lad better keep a sharp watch on
it.

that pas~age through there. It goes -right on
through a narrow cut to a wide hollow. The road
agents are back there in a cave."
This information caused a stir among the deputy sheriffs. They quickly ran over to the opening in the side of the cliff, their rifles ready f-0r
instant use. Wild then explained what had hap- ,
pened while they were on the trail of the road
agents. Those at the camp had not heard the
shots that were fired. But this was no doubt due
to the fact that there was a big mass of rock lying between. Another thing, there had been con,..,
siderable confusion about that time, and as Jim
and the men were giving all their attention to the
stranger, it was easy for them to not hear the
shots that were fired in the canyon. After a while
Wild walked over to the passage he and Charlie
had entered when they started to look for the trail
of the treasure, as they called it, and seeing that
it would be next to impossible for a crowd to rush
out suddenly and do any damages he nodded to
John Ender and said:
"The best thing to do now is to appoint two of
your men to watch here. Let one of them at least
keep his eyes toward the opening here all the
time. ·1f the road agents have enough nerve to
come out this way they'll be seen in time to prevent them from doing anything."
· "All right, Young Wild West," Ender answered
and then he quickly selected two men to do the
.
watching.
They were all more than willing.to do anythint,,
they could, for the fact that the gold might .not be
recovered seemed to harass them greatly. The
young deadshot °turned his attention to the camp,
and wben he found that Wing was making rapicj
headway in the preparations for the noonday
meal, he nodded in a satisfied way,. and remarked:
"That's the next thing on ·hand, the grub. I
reckon everybody here is hungry."
"That coffee smells mighty good," Ender de·
clared, as he gave a sniff.
"How about the bear-steak and venison?" the
young deadshot asked, smilingly.
"Oh, that's all right. I'm glad you have got
plenty, 'cause I'm a putty big eater myself."
It certainly was a -rousing good meal that the
Chinee cook prepared. It seemed to make little
difference to him how many he had to prepare for,
and it was not yet half-past twelve when he announced that everything was ready. All save .t}ljl
two men guarding the passage turned their att<!'fr
tion to the good things, and ' the deputies ate as ifthey had been twenty-four hours without food.
Wild and Jim were among the first to finish, and
·
rising to his feet the young deadshot said:
"Well, Jim, I reckon we'll let those othei- two·
fellows have a chance now. They must be dying
.
with hunger."
· The two referred to were glad to have the opportunity, and once the two boys had taken -their
places they turned their attention to what the
cook had to offer them. Ender soon came over to
where ·W ild and Jim we1·e sitting upon a couple of
rocks directly before the opening of the passage.
"Now, then, Young Wild -West," he said, earnestly, "I'm waitin' for you to tell me what's to be
done next."
"I haven't quite made up my mind yet, Endel\i;'
the boy answered, gravely. "We know just where
the road agents are hiding, or rather where they
were a short time ago. -But I have reason to be-
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' Ireve that they may vacate that spot and go
•with the treasure. They should know that. since
we discovered their whereabouts that it will onl.y
•be a: question of time before they will be captured.
That means, of course, that if they really intend
·to get away with the gold they will move.' '
· "Yes, I s'pose so. So they're in a cave back
through there, eh'!"'
"Yes, that is where they fired from, anyhow.
They tried to get us, but they couldn't shoot
straight enough.''
.
. .
"You're goin' to keep right on the t r ail if they
leave, then?"
"I certainly am going to do that. Whv not?"
"You ain't got no idea how many there is of
'em, I s'pose?"·
"No I don't know anything more about that,
only f~om what you have told u s. We didn't see
very many, you know, when we rode up in such a
hurry.''
.
· · "No, of course not. Well," and Ender shrugged
his shoulders, "there may be twenty or more of
'em, aI\' if that's the case they'll put up a nasty
'fight."
,
"Never mind about the nasty fight they 11 put
·up. We'll get them just the same'. ) am going to
trail that tTeasure until I get it.''
. "But I do hope we'll manage to git it afore
rk. It will make it all the better for us with the
· owne·rs of the treasure.''
.
.
· "If we don't get it before dark we'll get it later.
I can't promise you just when we'U get it: We
hllve got to keep on their trail if they move, and
if they don't move we'll see what we can do by
strategy, for of course it would be fool.ish- to rush
. up to the cave and try and overpower them. They .
would shoot us down as fa st as we came.''
Ender shook his head. It was plain t_h at he
could not think of anything in the way .of a suggestion, and was willing to · leave it all to the
. young deadshot. The prisoner had been allowed
to eat something. While he did not haye much of
. an appetite, he drank three cups of coffee and
swallowed some of the bear-meat and bread that
· was offered him. When·he was through his hands
were· tied and he was forced to sit upon the
· ground, where he. would have no chance of getting
~ay. Thinking that h.e might feel more disposed
. f . talk after partly filling- his stol:llach, Wild went
over to him.
· "My friend," he said, coaxingly, "you ought_to
-•realize that you stand no chance, and that bemg
the case, you might just a s well admit to the
.
. truth.''
"Will you promise to put a word in for me if ·I ·
tell you all about it?"
"I ·certainly will do that," and the boy sat down
before him, satisfied that he was going to get the
informa~ion he was see~irg. .
.
"All nght, then. It am't hkely I'll ever git out
· of this, anyhow. I'll •either be shot, hanged, or
sent to prison, an' I'll -be satisfied if it's only the
'prison. I'm one of Jep Howard's gang.''
_,. "Jep Howard, eh? Is he the leader of the road
agents?"
· ; "Yes, that's his name.''
.· "Ender, come here," Wild cal~ed out.
•· The head deputy promptly wa, ...ed over.
"Do you · know any one by the name of Jep
· Howard?" the boy asked·. · · ··
"Why,_yes, I reckon I do," was the surprised
"reply. · "He's the owner of the Blue Diamond
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~alo~n over ~t Nu¢get Top. He's··gc;>t ·a big saloon
m Silver City, t .oo. . Comes back an' forth from
one to the other now an' then to see .how things is
goin'." . ·
,
·
• .
"Ah, I see. A pretty clever sort of man he ,is,
no doubt.''
"Yes, he's a man what's got a good education,
too, an he's always got . mor e money than he
knows what to do with.'' '
'.
. "Not surprising, since he · runs two saloons .and
is the leader of a gang of thieves.''
·" You don't. mean to say that Jep Howard -has
got anything- to do with the road agents?" •
,
- "That's what this fellow says. He is one of,
them, you know."
·
"Oh, he's tellin' the truth now, eh?".
"Yes, I 1-eckon he is.''
"I may as well tell the truth. What's the use?"
came from the prisoner, as he looked at the deputy and shook his head.
Wild went right on questioning him then, and
the facts he gleaned that were worth while wero
that the road agents, numbering about a score
had a secret cave back in the gulch, and that ther~
were_three ways of getting- to and from it. The
man, who gave his name as Daniels, declared that
he had come around from the cave by ·a round. about way for the express purpose of learni~
h?w ~any there ,vere in · the party that had arrived Just after the robbery had been committed.
On being question~d . closely he .declared that a:s
near a s he could judge there wt!re sixteen determined men including .J ep Howard, who was with
the gang at the time t,he hold-\lp· was made. There
· had been just -twenty, he declar~d-, but three
them had been shot, and he, being·a prisoner, wa·s
out of it.
·
·
· ·
· '.'That•~ all .righ,t , boys," 'the young deadshot
s3:id to his J?artnE;rs when he had finished talking
with the prisoner. ' 1We have got sixteen rascals
to work against, ~ut I reckon it will be all right:''

of

CHAPTER VI.-Ready to Attack the Road
·
, Agents.
· Young Wild West -after his talk with, Daniels,
the road agent prisoner, was of the opinion .that
the trail of the treasure had come to an end at
· the caye. After talking. it over with- Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart he thought that they could
do nothing better than to approach the cave from
two different directions, leaving a . couple of tlie
me~ at the camp to guard the passage. Finally
' he decided on exactly what he mea:tlt to do.
"Now 'then," he said, noading to his partners
· "we must force the prisoner to show us both way~
to get to that cave. When that is done I reckon
we'll be able to proceed. We'll leave the rest here
and take him with us, going first by the way he
came.''
.
·
This was satisfactory to Charlie and Jim, of
· course, for both-knew that whenever the boy made
up his mind. to ' do a certain thing he generally
knew p1:etty well what he was doing.
· •~amels," the young deadshot, said, as he walked over to the prisoner, "I reckon you'll ·stand a
much better chance' if you do exactly as I tell you
to.''
"I'm willin'. to do all I kin, 'cause I ·know I'll
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only be shot if I git away, ap 'my pards .finds out
that I told you about 'em," came the reply.
f'All right. Now I am going to untie your
ha:rtds and let-you take a ride with us. I want
you to show us the way to get into the cave where
your gang holds forth."
"There ain't no help for it, so of course I'll do
it" was the reply. "But it seems sorter wonderful to me," he added, "that a boy, for Y<?U ain't
nothin' more than a boy, should take an mterest
in this here business."
"My name is Young Wild West. Ever heard
of me.2"
·
"Thunder!" as the prisoner gave a violent start.
"No wonder," he added, shaking his head. "I
reckon it's all up with Howard an' the boys if
Young Wild West is after 'em. Yes,. I'v~ heard
tell of you," he went on, nodding to the young
deadshot. "If I'd knowed that at . the start I
wouldn't have done a bit of lyin'. There ain't
nothin' else for me to do but to show you· the way
to the cave."
.
"Very well. When you do this -you want to
keep it in your mind that you'll 'be shot down at
the least sign of treachery."
"I won't be shot down, then. I'm hopin' that ,,.
you'll be able to do somethin' f?r me. I know Y?U
kin Young Wild West. You kin make the sheriff
let ~e go, if you want to."
.
.
"I won't promise you anything like that. But
it will depend a great deal on how you conduct
yourself."
The boy then reached down ,and _severed the
rope that was tied about the m~n s wrists.
"Get up," he · said. "_There 1~ your horse over .
there. I suppose the distance 1s far enough for
us to ride.". '
"You kin walk if you want to. It amt more
than half a mile ~ro!Il here."
th
"And how far 1s 1t by the o~er way- e wa}
you intended to go aft~r leavmg here?"
"Oh, that's about a 11'!1le."
,
.
.
"We'll ride, then, smce we are commg ~ack
with you after you show us the way to get mt~
the cave. Wf! wa,~t to find both ways, you know.
"Oh, all right.
.
Daniels walked over to wh_ere his ~orse was
standing, and when he saw Wild and his partn1;r
saddling their horses, he proceeded to make his
ow,.1 ready for use. When they y,rere ready ~
leave, the young dead_shot told Aritta to remam
right there and take it easy, and then he turned
his attention to Ender.
"I am leaving it to you to ~eep a sharp watch
here," he said. "You are _anx~ous to get back the
gold th~t. :1as stolen, so it_ will clear you of_ the
responsibiht, The only thmg for you to do is to
obey me to the letter"
h
Ender declared that he would, so. t e Y0 :U g
deadsho~ an~ his partners rod_e off Wl~ Daf1
who was without a weapon, m case ca~!~o th!
chance to show treachery. When th ey
•
Spot
had occurred, Dame1s
. where the hold-up 'd.
pomted to the left and _sai · . h
Th
"Ri(7'ht around that big rock 1s t e way.
ere
th· , b t
k that's almost smooth to ride .
ain t no , tmh t'u rohc
've never got chased very
over, an
a . s w Y we
far. Didn't leave
no trail, you know, when we
t that way "
w~!1Some of yo~r gang went that way, I suppose?"
"No, they all come this way. It took a lot of
bustle to git away with that pile of gold, you

1
i;•

0

•

,

know. Two men to each bag to git it on a horse.,.
"They took it through the passage near our
camp, I suppose."
"Yes, that's the way they went. They all went:,
that way, I reckon."
~•
They turned at the spot he indicated, and thea<
after riding over a very stony stretch, swung
around toward what Wild kneow must be the canyon. There was a deep split in the rocky side of,.
the canyon a short distance ahead, and reachingthis, Daniels brought his horse to a halt.
"I reckon we hadn't better go any further on
horseback," he said. "There will be somebody
listenin', most likely. Jep Howard always sees· to
it that a good watch is kept."
"But we could ride right on into the cave if we
wanted to, I suppose.
"Oh, yes. Right on through the cut. Then
turn to the right behind that black stump, an,.,
there's a .lot of different places in it."
"I see. All right. I'm taking it that you are
telling the truth, so we won't go any further. I
see the black stump, and that's enough. Now
then, we'll go back, and you can show us the other
way to get around into the gulch."
Back they .[Ode to the trail, and in a short time
reached the c~mp agai;11.
.
: .
"Is everythmg all right, Wild?" Arietta aske_d,
anxiously. ·
. .-<
"We know two ways to get to the road agents'
cave, little girl," was the reply, "but we are going. .
to know still another way. Then I reckon we'll ,
get down to business, and the chances are that before sunset we'll have the whole gang corralled.:
and the treasure in our possession."
"It won't be my fault if you don't" Daniels de-;
clared, earnestly. "The more I think about it the·
more I feel that I oughter help you all I kin. I
know now that I'm goin' to git free when this here
business is over with."
Charlie was going to say something contrary,
but Wild caught his eye and checked him. If the
man was permitted to think that way it would be ,
all the better for them, since no doubt he would
do his best, as he said, to hasten matters a}ong.
Again leaving the camp, the young deadshot and
his partners set out with the prisoner in the other
direction. Daniels showed them the spot whe..~
they must turn, and then after a somewhat t ~
ous ride they reached the end of the short canyon,.
and found themsel,ves very close to the precipice
Wild and Charlie had halted at after observing
the vulture.
"See them vines over there?" Daniels said, act.
ing very -much as if he was not afraid of being
heard by any one.
"Yes, I see them " Wild answered, as he looked
in the direction he \ndicated.
"Well all you have got to do is to pull them
aside a~• you'll find a straight passage right
through into the hollow. Then almost directly
across is the mouth of the cave. But you seen
tha t , ' cause I h ear d you t a lkin , a 11 a b out i·t ."
"If that is the case it was useless for us to take
bl
d h
we <;o_,
..id
a 11 the trou e to come aroun
ere.
have gone through the underground passage"
"
· dI
. 1es, -of course. B ut I ma de up my ~1~
waa
gom to show you all I knowed about 1~.
."All r}g~t, Daniels. You are doing rucely. J1Jllt
stick to it.
.
There was nothmg to keep them there aQ
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longer, so the young deadshot nodded to his part- ties, Ender going with them. The other four
would accompany Charlie and himself, and they
nen,and said:
""We'll go on back to the camp, and then we'll would go by the longer route or the one that
arrange a.bout giving the road agents a surprise. Daniels had first showed them. There was no
Much obliged to you, Daniels. You have proved need of going by the roundabout way simply to
pretty true so far. We'll see how you make .out get into the canyon, when it could be done by simply going through the underground passage. The
later on."
The four now turned and rode on back to the boy watched the faces of the men closely as he
trail, and once they got upon it they started at a told them what he proposed to do, and he was sat.
g }op for the camp. Things were exactly as they isfied that they were all going to stick, even
had left them when they arrived, and when Wild though they were compelled to face death itself.
had explained matters to Ender and his men, he The prisoner was sitting upon a rock, listening to
sat down near the falling cataract and did some alt that was said, and when everything was in
thinking. Sixteen desperate men were near at readiness for the proposed attack, Wild went over
hand ready to put up a resistance that might to him and said :
"Now then, my friend, there is only one thing
mean death and disaster to the few who attempted to oppose them. Wild understood this all right for us to do, and that is to tie you up again. We
and he did not mean to take any great risk, either are not going to let you get away, you know."
"Go ahead, Young Wild West," was the reply.
as far as himself was concerned or his partners
and the rest. The fact that there were two ways "You kin tie me, of course, but I promise you that
to get at the road agents made it seem somewhat I'll stay here without it.••
"I won't take any chances, though you might
easier.
.~•By jingo!" he exclaimed, after the space of five change your mind. Charlie, just see to him."
"Right you are, Wild," and the scout promptly
full minutes, "it must be done, so there is no use
came forward with a rope.
in delaying. We'll get after them at once."
When he got through with the prisoner he was
Knowing that he would need all the help he
could get, he determined to leave the girls in certainly fixed so he could not get away from the
cnarge of the camp, while the rest went by the place. The young deadshot looked at his watch.
"It is getting along towa1·d three o'clock," he
two different routes to the cave of the villains.
Et," he said, as he walked over to where his said, nodding to those about him. "Now the point
sweetheart was sitting as if waiting for him to I want you to all keep upon is that you who go
come and say something to her. "I am going to through the passage must try and get as close as
possible to the cave without being seen. When
put a big responsibility on your shoulders."
"What is it, Wild?" she asked, smilingly, though you have done this see to it that you crouch be. hind the rocks and wait. If a shot is fired you
at' the same time she showed no real concern.
will know that we are on hand. Then Jim will
"I'm sure you can guard the mouth of the pas- give you orders what to do."
·
sage over there, if you made up your mind to do
"An' you kin bet your life we'll obey him, no
.
it.''
matter what he tells us to do!" John Ender ex.t•1 know 1·can, Wild. 1'11 even say that I'll guar- claimed.
antee that no man will ever come out of it alive,
"That is all I have to say just now, then. Wait
if I choose it to be that way."
until ten minutes have passed after we leave, and
"That's quite enough, little girl. Now then, then go on through the passage."
there are nine men here, and all of them I believe
No horses were to be used, so the young deadwill fight to the death if necessary. They feel shot nodded to Charlie and those who ·were to acthat they are responsible for the loss of the golden company him, and after giving a,1other partin!.!'
treasure, and that means that they will go the injunction to Arietta to be very careful, set out.
limit to recover it. That will make twelve of us
to go and attac){ the road agents in their cave. I
to let six go one way and the other six go
m
ar.o\ nd by the other route. I want to time it so
that those who take the longer way will have time
CHAPTER VII.:-Hop Has a Little Fun.
to· get there before the others get into the canyon.
Jim Dart waited exactly ten minutes, and then
If.you promise to stay right here and not permit
any one you know to be an enemy to come through after assuring Eloise that she would be in no
• great danger, he turned to Ender and the other
that passage, I'll begin work right away."
"I promise you that, Wild," the girl declared, four men and asked them if they were ready. All
her eyes flashing. "Anna and Eloise can shoot declared that they were, so without anything furwhen it becomes necessary, and then there is Hop. ther, for Jim knew it was not necessary to give
anything in the way of advice to Arietta, he enYou are going to leave him here, I suppose."
"Yes, I mean td leave bim here, of course. I tered the passage and proceeded to lead the men
want him to be ready to help keep the villains through it. Hop Wah had not been told what he
back should they chance to get the opportunity to should do in case anything happened. But this
proceed through the passage. But," and he shrug-.. was ·not necessary, since he was clever enough to
ged his shoulders. "I ha1·dly think they will be act as the occasion demanded it.
"Missee Alletta," he said, after they were alone
able to do that, since half our crowd will go that .
a few minutes, "maybe vt!lly muchee fightee be
w ."
pletty soonee."
" e'll be ready for them, Wild."
"I hope there isn't much of a fight, Hop," the
8atisfied that his sweetheart would do exactly
as she said, the boy turned to his partners and girl answered, forcing a smile. "Wild means to
the men, and quickly told them of his plans. He take them by surprise, if possible, you know."
"Misler Wild velly smartee Melican boy. He
decided to let Jim take charge of five of the depu-
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fixee allee light. He no gittee shot. Me knowee
"What are you doin' here, heathen ?"
lat velly well."
"Me lookee 'lound lillee bit," was the reply.
"Don't be too sure of anything like that, Hop," "Where
you comee flom ?"
Anna spoke up. "Wild is nothing if not reckless
"We're from Nugget Top. You know where
at times, and if it happens that he finds any one that
is, I s'pose?"
to oppose him when he reaches the cave he will
"Allee samee mining camp, so be."
dash right in. Then the villains may be aware of
it's a minin' camp all right. Jest about
their coming, and you can only imagine what ten"Yes,
miles up the trail."
•
would take place then."
"Me knowee lat," and the Chinama n smiled
"Me no 'flaid, Mis.see Anna. Misler Wild fixee blandly.
"Mayl;>e you likee havee um cigar, so
velly muchee quickee, so be."
·
be"
The Chinama n spoke in such a confiden t way
Then
his hand went up to his right ear, and'7 •
that the girls really felt more easy. Hop soon
to the surprise of the two it was quickly
took a few small articles from his pocket. The much
extended
with two cigars resting upon the palm.
girls knew that they were undoubte dly explosiv es,
"Picked them smokers out of his ear, I reckon,
for fuses were attached to them all. Hop had a Bill,"
the man who had not before .spoken obway of manufac turing all sorts of things for the
with a shrug of the shoulder s.
purpose of making a loud noise and creating i,erved,
"Sorter seemed that way, didn't it?" was the ,
smoke, though it was seldom indeed he used any- reply.
thing like what might be called a bomb that would
"I reckon so. I wonder if it's safe to smoke
kill any one when it exploded. Taking the largest 'em?"
of the firecrack ers, as they could be properly
"Velly goodee cigar, so be," Hop declared . "Me
called, to the passage, he laid it upon the ground,
smartee Chinee. Me gottee uncle in China
and then proceede d to attach a long, thin fuse velly
whattee
muchee smartee, and me allee samee
to it. He trailed this over to the rock Arietta was likee myvelly
uncle."
sitting upon, so she could look well into the pas"Say, heathen, " the man called Bill asked, as he
sage. Then he handed the girl half a dozen accepted
one of the cigars, "there's a camp up
matches.
here a bit, ain't there?"
"What now?" Arietta asked, looking surprise d.
light. Young Wild West allee samee got"Lat allee light," he answere d, smilingly . "If tee"Lat
camp lere."
you hear somethin g in um passage you lightee um
"Who?"
fuse. Len you gittee behind up lock and waitee
Both villains started as they gave vent to ths
with you lifle."
exdama tion of surprise simultan eously.
"But what are you going to do?"
"Young
West. Velly gleat Melican boy.
"Me go lookee 'lound lillee bit. Me go lat way," Allee sameeWild
Champio n Deadsho t, so be. Shootee
and he pointed in the direction Daniels had taken likee anything
, and makee allee bad Melican men
Wild and his partners to show them the second gittee on um lun.
Killee plenty Iedskins , shootee
route to the road agents' cave.
glizzly bear, and make lattlesna kes claw! in um
"But Wild told you to stay here."
hole. Hip hi, hoolay!"
.
"Lat allee light. Me no go velly muchee far,
Hop rattled this off so fast that it is doubtful if
so be. Me wantee helpee."
·the two
thorough ly understo od all he said.
Arietta thought a moment. She knew that the But they men
understo od enough, it seemed, for there
Chinama n was capable of doing great things, es- was no
question but that they had heard the name
pecially in times of an emergen cy.
of Young Wild West before.
"All right," she said, nodding her head. "Don't
"Things is lookin' putty bad, I reckon, Bill,''
be gone long."
the man
appeare d to be the spokesm an obHop looked pleased, and then on'ce more ex- served, aswho
he turned to his co1t1panion. "There
pfaining to her how easy it would be to light a ain't no wonder
that the boss is a little worried. "
match and touch it to the fuse, he turned and
"Who um boss?" Hop asked, eagerly.
walked leisurely down the trail. The Chinama n
"I wasn't talkin' to you, heathen. How many
had no idea how far he would have to go before i~there in that
camp up there?"
·
he came to the place where the •rocky path led to
1
'Nobody
but my fool blother and thlee Melthe cave where the treasure was supposed to be in ican girls," Iere
Hop answere d, innocent ly.
charge of the road agents. But he did think it
"Are you sure, heath~m ?"
probable that some of the road agents might have
"Velly muchee sure, so be. Young Wild West
come out by that way before Wild proceede d to go apd plenty
men go lookee for um load
to the spot. Very often people get things into agents. He Melican
wantee gittee um gold."
their minds which turn out exactly as they exThe two villains, for such they undoubt edly
pect. It was so in the case of Hop Wah, the clever were, exchang
ed glances, and then their faces
Chinee. He had not gone more than two hundred broke into smiles.
yards from the camp when two horseme n sudden- not appear to do so. Hop noticed this, but he did
ly appeared . He was. somewh at startled at first, ·
"Maybe
wantee helpee killee um load
for he knew they had not come directly along the agents," he you
suggeste d.
trail. He paused as if he was undecide d what to
"Where are they?" the spokesm an asked.
do, but at the same time he was not one bit afraid.
"Young
West allee samee knowee. He
That they were members of the band of road ketchee lemWild
velly muchee quickee. You comee. Me
agents he felt certain, and he prepared himself showee you where
ley go."
for the meeting. Walking along a little further,
"Come on,
and the two started the~
he came to a stop and then waited for them to horse3 forwardBill,"
.
come up. They kept their horses at a walk, and
Hop walked alongsid e of them and quickly rereaching him they scrutiniz ed him closely, and turned to the camp,
mu<:_h_ to the surprise of the
then one of them said:
girls. Wing might have thought of taking a nap
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that afternoon, but if he did he gave up the idea.
:9:e was now sitting on a rock close to where the
horses were grazing, a rifle over his knee. When
he saw Hop coming with the two horsemen he
fidgeted about uneasily, and then looking toward
the girls, said:
.
"Lookee outtee. Bad Melican men comee with
my blother Hop, so be."
But it was not necessary for him to tell them
to be on the watch. Arietta shot a glance into
_ the depths of the passage before her, and then
nodding to Anna and Eloise, bade them be ready
to shoot, and to shoot to kill, since she firmly believed the two men were members of the road
agent band.
"Hello, ladies!" the talkative one of the two
called out, as he brought his horse to a halt and
nodded in a way that was meant to be pleasant.
"What are you doin' here? This heathen tells us
that Young Wiltl West is around here somewhere."
Arietta shot a searching glance at Hop, and he
gave a quick nod, assuring her that it was all
right to answer in the affirmative.
"He told you the t~th, then," she answered,
after a pause. "Did you just corrie over from the
mining camp?"
"Yes. Road agents been at work, eh?"
"It seems so."
"Got away with a bill.' pile of gold the stage was
kin' over to Silver City, so I understand."
"Yes, they managed to steal the gold before we
arrived."
"I see. That's bad business. Which way did
Young Wild West go to look' for the gang?"
"Lat way," Hop answered, before Arietta could
make a reply, and he pointed down the trail. •
At that momeut the man called Bill happened
to see the prisoner tied to a tree near the pool of
water. He gave a violent start, and quickly called
his companion's attention.
"Who's that?" he asked, looking sharply at
Arietta, who was holdinJI,' her rifle in readiness to
shoot at an instant's notice.
"One of the outlaws," the girl answered, calmly.
"We took him a prisoner."
"Oµtl aw, eh? You don't mean to say that he's
one of the gang what held up the stage?"
"Yes, he's one of them."
"Did he tell you he was?"
.,.., "He didn't have to do that. We found it out
without t hat. It's h ardly likely a road agent would
admit su ch a t hing, anyhow."
" Oh!" a nd the man looked r elieved.
Then he dismounted a nd walked over t o where
Daniels was sitting on the ground. He t alked to
him in a very low tone of voice, but all Daniels
did was to answer in the negative. Presently the
man turned to the gir ls and said:
"I don't think this m an is a road agent. I reckon you had better let him go. I'm goin' to cut
him loose."
H e started to pull a knife from his belt, but instantly the girl turned her rifle upon him.
"You just g et a way from there," she said, cool· 1y. "That man is a p'risoner, and I want you to
understand that you must not interfere with him.
you don't do as I say you are apt to die without
any further notice."
"Apt to die, eh? Why, blame it all, I believe
you would shoot, gal."
·
"Try me and see,"
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"Missee Alietta shootee velly muchee quickee, so
be," Hop spoke up, smiling as if it was very amuaing to him, which no doubt it was, for he certain~
ly felt that there were enough there to easily over-come the two men should they, attempt td do anything further.
Anna and Eloise had also raised their rifles,
and when the two men saw that it would not be
very healthy for them to remain there much longer they got their heads together and after speaking a few whispered words, turned to their horses.
"I reckon we'll go on back to Nugget Top," Bill
.said, somewhat uneasily.
"Maybe you wantee lightee um cigar before you
go," Hop suggested, as he produced a box of
matches.
·
Bill had his in his. mouth, but had not lighted
it, while his companion had placed the cigar he
had taken from Hop in his pocket.
"Bettee lightee you cigar, so be," Hop went on
to say, as he struck a match.
"All •right, heathen," Bill answered, somewh~
gruffly. "Anything you say."
The other. man then drew forth his cigar, and
Hop struck a match for him. The result was that
both lighted up and began puffing away.
"We'll ride on to Nugget Top; gal," the spokesman said, nodding to Arietta. "We'll tell 'em
what's happened out here, an' most likely the
sheriff will hurry over as soon as he kin. He's
over there, you know."
"The sheriff is over there, eh?" Arietta asked.
"Yes."
"Very well. You can tell him he can come over
if he likes, but I feel sure that Young Wild Wes11
can recover the stolen gold without his assist,.
ance."
"You do, eh? I'll tell him that."
At that moment the cigar Bill was smoking exploded, sending a shower of sparks in all direction;; and causing his horse .to leap forward like a
shot. The villain did not fall from the saddle,
however, and away he went, back in the direction
of the mining camp.
"Hip hi, hoolay!" Hop exclaimed, striking the
flank of the other man's horse with the flat of his
hand.
Then away he went, and just as he got started
the cigar, which he still had in his mouth while
trying to control his horse, .exploded. Hop Wah
danced about in glee.
"Velly muchee fun, so be," he declared, turning
to the girls. "Bad Melican men 'fl.aid. Me makee
go lillee fas tee."
He was about to fire a f ew shots from the oldfashioned r evolver he always carried when Arietta spr ang forward and stopped him.
"Don't!" she cried firmly. "There is no need
of causing
ild ana. the r est to come back here.
They could hardly have heard the sounds made
by the exploding cigars, but a shot from that pistol might be heard, and then it would check them
in what they are going to do."
"Alee light, Missee Alietta. Me do whattee you
say. Me velly smartee Chinee. Havee plenty fun
with um ·two bad Melican men."
Having said this much, he turned and ran along
in the direct ion the two horsemen had taken. He
was just in time, for as he rounded a short turn
he saw them go sharply to .t he right and disappear.
"Lat allee light," he said to himself. "Maybe
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he was dubious about it. "But how long does Jep
mean to keep the gold there?"
"Till things quiet down a little. Then he kin
git it a way to Silver City a little at a -time. That's
his plan, 'cause I heard him say it."
"But s'pose somebody does happen to find out
CHAPTER VIII.-The Trail Grows Hotter.
that we've got the treasure stowed in the shanty
As they were nearmg the spot where he had along the trail?')
Wild pricked up his ears and smiled to himself.
halted with Charlie and the prisoner a short time
"How is anybody goin' to find out anything
before, -.f oung Wild West came to a stop. It was but natural thal those following should do the about it?" the other asked, as if he thought such
a thing impossible.
same, and they all looked at him expectantly.
"Well, I don't know. But I was jest thinkin'
"Now then, boys," the young deadshot said, in
.
a low tone of voice, "right ahead we'll find a way that they might."
"Oh, pshaw! You're always lookin' on the dark
to get into the c;:tve. I want you to all dismount
and wait here a few minutes. I am going ahead side of things. But say, I wish them other two
fellers would hurry up an' git back here. The rest
to do a little spying."
"Mighty risky, ain't it?" one of the men asked. has got a good fifteen minutes' start now."
·"They'll be back putty soon. Jep told 'em to go
"Oh, it's risky, of course. But that's where tli.e
best part of it comes in. I like taking a risk, you around an' find out what they could, an' then come
back by the upper way. It's funny that Daniels
know."
up yet, too. Maybe they might have
They all dismounted,- looking at him admir- never showed
ingly. Charlie was content to do as the young caught him."
-Thexe was no reply to this, but it was plain that
deadshot said, so he advised them all to lead their
man was quite nervous.
horses behind some rocks a short distance away, the other go
out behind the rocki; an' see if they're
"Let's
and having- done this; he took his station where comin,"
was the suggestion after a short silence.
he could watch the young deadshot as he ap"All right, come on."
proached the cave. Wild was nothing if not cauthe two walked on toward the other outlet
tious. He made his way along rather slowly, and of As
cave Wild moved after them. He succeeded
soon he found the opening that Daniels said was in the
getting behind a rock just as they came back.
there. While it did not look very much like the
"No one comin' yet, as I kin see," he hea1·d one
entrance to a big cave, since there were other
·
them say.
places about that might be taken for the same of "No, an' jest as like as not they've run into
thing, he was satisfied .that it was all right, and danger. Maybe that gang of deputies an' them
after listening for a couple of minutes and hearhelped 'em out has made 'em prisoners."
ing nothing, he took the risk of crossing an open what
"Sorter seems to me we're gittin' into this thing
space, crawling along upon his ,hands and knees. putty
A funny piece of business all through.
Nothing interfered with his progress, and when ·J ep is hot.
goin' to take the gold to the shanty, an'
and
he found himself right at the cave's ofmouth
body of that rich
satisfac- then he expects to nab the dead
was able to look inside, he gave a nod
feller what's goin' to be ,sent over to-night. That's
.
tion.
the blamedest piece of business I ever heard tell
He could not see those he had left in waiting, of. But he allows that he kin git a few thousand
upon
for rocks hid them from view. But bent
out of it. Jep is sartinly a mighty smart feller,
finding out all he could, he went on inside, an<l though sometimes I can't understand where all hi:.
to
soon wa;, in the semi-darkness within. Keeping
smartness -comes from."
the left ·ide of the underground place, he moved
"You leave it to Jep Howard," came the reply,
along noiselessly, and after going about th1rty with an assuring nod. "He's making money hand
feet he came to a sharp angle, where there was a over fist with his saloons, but he's making' a
sort of passage going slightly to the left. As he blamed sight more in the road agent business.
came to a pause here the young deadshot heard He's got that hundred thousand dollars' worth of t...
sounds that told him plainly there were men mov- gold now, an' he's goin' to have the body of old
ing about very close by. Elated at having been Mellen, the rich galoQt. He knows putty well that
so successful in getting into the headquarters of the relatives an' friends in Silver City would be
the road agents, the boy started ahead. The pas- willin' to pay a big price to get hold of it, so they
sage was of but short duration, and the next mo- kin bury it in the regular way. Jep has got it all
ment he found himself looking into a cave where fixed up in Silver City, an' I wouldn't be surprised
it was much lighter than the first one he had en• if he gits as much as ten thousand dollars out of
tered. Two men were standing at the further side the job."
of it, right in range of the light that was admitted
"If he does that will be a hundred an' ten thouno doubt from the point the shooting had come sand dollars in one day, won't it?" and the other
from when the young deadshot and the scout were looked pleased.
in the gulch. The men were talking and were not
"Meanin' that we'll all git a fine divvy out of
particular as to how loud they spoke.
it."
"Of course. Jep is very liberal in that way.
"It may me all right, as you say," one of them
said, just as the young deadshot dropped upon his But let's take another look an' see if they're
·
knees to listen. "But you kin bet they're after us comin'."
As they ...Ylient out of the cave again Wild took a ,·
good an' strong. They know putty well where we
are, too, an' I think J ep Howard is wise in gittin' look around. He could see two hor es standing in
the treasure away. They'll never think of lookin' the shadows at the other side of the cave. They
were saddled and ready to ride, too, and .he knew
for it so close to Nugget Top."
"Maybe the:v won't," the other answe1'ed, as if they mu1:.t belon2: to the two -villains. The sur-

ley gittee in tlo;;ible pletty soonee. , Now len, me
go back and watchee with um girls."
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prising information he had been able to obtain
after snea·k ing into the cave pleased him so much
that he decided to let them leave if they wanted
to. Always bent upon treating his enemies to a
· little surprise, the young deadshot was_ already
figuring upon a plan of action. The stolen gold
was to be conducted to a shanty somewhere along
the trail and much closer to the mining camp, and
_ that very night the .body of a man was to .b e
seized by the road agents foi;; the purpose of holding it until they were paid a goodly sum of
money. · It w!ls rather a queer piece of b~siness,
but the boy did not marvel at it much. Evidently
this man who was called .Jep Howard was a clever
fellow in the line of villainy. While ?e wa_s thinking tnis over the two men ran hurriedly mto the
cave and went to the hgrses.
•"It's time to git out, I reckon. They're over
there wavin' to us an' pointin' this way. Most
likely there's a crowd aftA!r us," he heard one of
them say.
The horses were hurriedly led from the cave,
and Wild caught a glimpse of the two men as they
mounted and rode hastily away. Feeling sure that
there was no one left there, he arose to his feet
and after looking around a.nd • seeing that there
were a few articles that men might use while in
camp scattered about, he turned and went out. de. At th.at very moment half a dozen shots
sounded, and when a bullet flattened against a
rock close to his head he leaped back out of the
way. But all was silent after that for ~ully five
minutes, and then he crept ar6und behind ' some
· rocks and took a look into the canyon. Scarcely
more than two hundred feet away he saw Jim
Dart and the men he had led through the underground passage crouching among the rocks.
"By jingo!". he exclaimed. "They must have
got a glimpse of me and thought I was a road
agent. But only one shot was fired this way, I
am sure. The others must have been sent after
the two men who just 1·ode away."
Wild knew it would be safe to do so, so he
quickly shouted:
'
"Hello, hello, Jim! Don't shoot this way again."
"Hello!" came the answering cry, and then the
young deadshot ran around behind the rock and
showed himself.
Instantly Jim and the men came running tp'-ward him, showing no little su:r;prise as they did·
so.
'
"What is the matter, Wild?" Dart asked, somewhat excitedly.
"The birds have flown," was the reply. "The
most of them went away more than fifteen minutes ago, taking the treasure with them."
The faces of the men with Jim fell.
"But it's all right," the young deadshot added,
smiling assuringly. "We'll have the treasure before .tomorrow morning. Go on back to the ca~p,
all of you."
He did not see fit to make any-further explanation, but the moment they started to do as he told
them the boy turned and went back into the cave.
Passing on through to the other side, he found
arlie and the rest of the men there waiting
with their rifles in readiness.
· "We heard shootin', Wild," Charlie said, as he
ran to meet the boy. "What was up?"
"One shot was fired at me, Charlie, but I reckon
the rest went after two of the road agents, who
were the last to get away."
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"The last to git away? Why, they ain't gone,
have they?"
"Yes, they went quite a while ago, leaving two
here, after sending two around to get some information from our camp. 'I h.l!Y took the gold with
them, Charlie. But it's all right, for I know just
where they are taking it."
The scout was amazed. The deputies · began
asking questions, but Wild would not give them
any further infor mation. Wh.en he told them they
were all to go back to the camp they did not know
what to make of it, but followed him . willingly
enough. When they arrived there they found the
girls. and two Chinamen taking things rather
easy. The prisoner was still tied to the tree, and
noticing this Wild gave a nod of satisfaction and
said:
"Anything happen while we were away?"
"I should say there did, Wild," Arietta answered quickly.
·
"A couple of the road agents came here, I suppose," and the boy smiled.
"How did you know that, Wild?" and Arietta
was amazed.
"Oh, I heard about it."
· "Did you see them?"
"No, but I heard a couple of others talking
about them. The fact is, Et, that the birds have
flown and taken the gold with them. Two of the
men were sent around here to find out all they
could about us, while the rest went on with the
treasure, with the exception of two who remained
at the cave. They have all gone now, and I am
perfectly willing to let them go."
"But how about the treasure, Wild?" the girl
asked.
·
"That's all right, Et: We'.11 have that in our
possession before many hours from now, I am
sure. The thing for us to do now is to get up to
Nugget Top as soon as possible."
"You're goin' there, eh, Young Wild West?"
John Ender asked disappointedly. ·
.
"That's about the only thing to do, if we wish
to get the treasure in a hurry," was the reply.
"Say, Ender, rlo you know of a cut we might make
to get to the mining camp without proceeding all
the way over the trail?"
"Why, yes, but it will take a little longer," was
the quick reply.
"That doesn't matter. How far do we have to
go before we turn from the trail?"
"Not more than two miles."
"Good! Does there happen to be any sort of
building along the trail between here and Nugget
Top?"
.
"Yes, there's just one shanty which ain't more
than a mile an' a half from the camp. Two old
fellers lives in it, makin' a livin' between huntin'
an' doin' a little prospectin'. They're queer fellers, too. Ain't never got much to say to anybody."
"Maybe they're brothers." "_Yes, that's just what they are. Billings is
their name. Jack an' George Billings."·
"That's all right. I reckon we may as well
move on right away. The quicker we get to Nugget Top the better it will be." ,
"Say, Young Wild West," and Ender looked at
him almost pleadingly, "do you think you kin fix it
up with the boss of the big mine over there?"
. "I'll do my best, anyhow, Ender. But nevei_
mmd. We'll get ready and move right on."
'
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Then Wild gave orders to the two Chinamen to
load the pack-horses without delay. It did not
take long to do this, and then mounting, the party
set out along the trail in the direction of Nugget
Top. Most of the time they were compelled to
permit their horses to go at a walk, and in two
cases they dismounted and led the animals in
order to proceed on in single file without running,
the risk of causing them to stumble and throw thlr
riders to the ground.
,
But when about four miles of this sort of
ground was covered the traveling became quite
easy again, and then they proceeded along at a
faster clip and just about supper-time, as Charlie called it, they rode into the hustling little mininp; camp. The miners and workmen at the big
mme, as it was called, were just qu_itting work,
and as Young Wild We.st and his friends rode up
with Ender and his men a crowd quickly gathered
before the building that was used as the general
store. There were two saloons in the place, too,
one of them something after the fashion of a hotel. They were close togtat;her and very near the
store, and it was but natural that men should come
from them all to have a look at the strangers who
had arrived with the men who had been sent to
escort the treasure to Silver City. ,
"Ender, you go ahead and do the talking. I
advise you to find the man or men who engaged
you to go over to Silver City today. As soon a s
you do let me know."
Wild did not want to put up with the bother of
stopping. at the so-called hotel even if accommodations could be found there, so he asked one of
the men where a good site could be found to pitch
a camp, and was informed that it would be all
ril:rht to stop at any place he chose.
'i'•Let's go right over there by the brook, Wild,"
Arietta suggested, pointing to a spot that was
well _o ut of the way of the roughly built shanties,
yet within easy• distance of the store.
"Right you are, Et. Come on."
He rode on over to the place they decided to
stop at, and then the two Chinamen lost no time
in unloading the pack-horses, while the young
deadshot and his partners saw to the rest of the
animals and placed them where they could get
what they needed to eat. Wing was ordered to go
ahead and prepare supper without delay, and then
'just as the young deadshot and his partners were
assisting Hop to erect the two tents, Ender was
seen approaching, followed by three men who
seemed to be greatly excited.

CHAPTER ;. ·c -Wild's Daring Scheme.
John Ender started on a run as if he wanted to
· reach the _young deadshot ahead of the three men
who were accompanying him. •
·
"Say, Young Wild West," he called out, "I've
found 'em, an' I've brought 'em right to you. I
ain't told 'em yet what's happened, only I did say
that somethin' had gone wrong."
· "What does all this mean, Ender?" one of the
men called out, as he came up and looked at the
young deadshot and then at the rest in the camp.
· "It means, Mr. Patrick, that I've brought you to
. Young Wild West, who has promised to git back
'the hundred thousand dollars in gold what was
stole by the TOl\d- a·gents this momin'."
·
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"What!"
Wild was quite equal to the task Ender had put
him to. He ·explained to the boss how the holdup occurred. Patrick was furious.
"After going to the expense of hiring twelve
men to accompany the stage to Silver City, so the
treasure could be taken safely there, a hold-up
occurs, eh?" Patrick said sneeringly.
"I can't do no more than tell you jest how it~
happened, boss," the man answered.
" Proceed to do so at ·once, then, and remember
that if Young Wild West fails to produce the gold
within a certain length of time I'll see to it that
you are punished in some way."
"You are going a little too far, Mr. Patrick,"
the young deadshot said, shaking his hand warningly. " I happen to know that the men were
completely surprised by the crafty road agents.
They put up a good fi&ht, but were unable to prevent the treasure froffl being taken. They shot
down three of the villains, and we have one of
them with us."
"One of the road agents?"
As Daniels had been permitted to ride his horse
without being tied, no one had seem~d to take any
particular notice of• him. But at that moment
Daniels was sitting behind the big tent -which was
about half in place, no doubt trembling with fear,
"Yes, we have one of them, but he has turneP, ,
State's evidence, as you might call it, so I reckot·
no harm will come to him. In case there is a trai1
he can be a witness."
"Where is' he?" Patrick exclaimed, looking
around wildly. "I'd just like to lay hands on one
of the road agents."
.
He began running wildly about, and no doubt
would have quickly discovered the hiding man if
Cheyenne Charlie had not stopped him.
"How do you expect to get back the gold for
.us?" Patrick asked, after consenting to walk over
to the hotel with the young deadshot.
"I am not going to tell you that just yet. But
if you can find anyone aro\\nd here who knows
me pretty well, I reckon they will be able to satisfy you that I will do exactly as I tell you. But
before we go any further in the matter I want to
ask you a question."
"What is it?"
.
"Do you know tf the body of a dead man is ;it,
be sent over to Silver City tonight?"
"Why, yes. What makes you a sk that question?"
"I just wanted to know, that's all."
"Joseph Mellen, who owned nearly half our
mine, was killed this morning by a-falling derrick,
and his body is to be sent to Silver City tonight,
so his relatives and friends may take care of it
and hold the funeral services there. It is almost
ready now, and the men will take it away before
' dark:"
'
·
"l reckon you'll have to change the programme
· a little bit, Mr. Patrick."
"Change the programme?" the man asked, in
surprise.
"Yes. Take me to where the body is at once."
Though ·he was much amazed at the way th.¢
boy was acting, the mine owner consented to do
·as requested. Instead of ·stopping at the hotel,
Wild, Charlie and Jim .followed ·Ender and the
three men to quite a respectable-look ing residence
that was situated at the foot of a hill near the bi~
piece of property upon which the· mine was lo-
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cated. As they came to the house they saw a big,
box upon the little stoop. Wild quickly stepped
over to this and found that it was still empty.
"Charlie," he said, turning to the scout, "I
reckon this will come in quite handy."
"Handy! What do you mean, Wild?"
"I'll tell you what I mean. Instead of a body
going into that box, we'll get into it."
"Great gimlets! What are you talkin' about?"
"You don't quite u_n derstand me, eh? I'll tell
you, then. There is room enough in this box for
-,you and me to snuggle in. The lid can be fastened
over so it can be removed easily enough."
"Oh, I'm beginning to know what you're talki11'
about, Wild," and the scout's face lit up. "You
want the road agents to steal this box, thinkin'
it's got the dead man in it, an' we'll be there ready
for business when the time comes."
"That's it exactly."
When• he told them that he had certain information that the road agents meant to steal the
body of Mellen and hold it .until they were paid a
sum ·o:wnoney, their surprise continued.
Wild's proposition was somewhat of an a_stounding one, and it was not strange that Patrick and
the other owners of the big mine should feel dubious about it. But· when the· boy went over the
details of what he intended to do a second time,
they became partly convinced, -and after pr!)mis~ng
him they ·would do all they could to assist him,
they promptly proceeded to make it known
~roughout the mining camp of the hold-up and
the Joss of the gold. Wild and hi s partners were
vn their way back to the camp when they heard
a man tellin·g another about it. They were pointed out, of course, and soon quite a little crowd surrounded them. They got as far as the saloon
which was called the Blue Diamond, and then even
if it would delay them a little in getting their
supper, the yow,.g deadshot determined to go inside. Possibly J ep Howard , might be there. The
moment he entered a man who had evidently met
him somewhere before came running to him waving his hat and snouting:
"Hello, Young Wild West! I '.m mighty glad to
see you."
- .
.
.
Wild shook hands with him and smiled, though
he had no 1·emembrance of ·having seen him before. Then before much talking could be done a
_miner hastened in and told about the hold-up that
had occurred that morning. This was quite
~ ough to cause the inmates of the saloon to talk
excitedly. · Wild looked about and finally wall~ed
to the little bar and, nodding pleasantly to the
man behind it, said:
"Is the bcss in-?"
"No he's over in Silve1· City today. We've got
anothe'r pface · there, you know. Sometimes he's
here, an' scmetimes he's there."
"I see. When he returns just tell him that
Young Wild West called to pay his respects."
, "All right, I'll tell him. He may be back tonight, an' maybe not till to~orrow mornin' .':
Wild then bought some cigars and, noddmg to
his partners, went on out. Men tried to stop them,
of course, but they managed to pu sh through the
crowd, and even though th!lY were followed all
the way to the camp, they soon made the miners
"Ul'lderstand that they did not wish to be bothered
just then, and the crowd left.
.
' "Et," Wild said to his sweetheart, as they were
-about tc sit down and partake. of the supper the
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Chinese- cook had p1·epared, "I have hit upon a
daring plan to outwit the road agents."
The young deadshot then briefly outlined what
he proposed to do. The girls were greatly surprised.
. "I don't fancy that very much," Arietta declared. "The idea of taking the place of a dead
man wouldn't be to my liking."
"That's all right, little girl, but you must remember that the dead man has not been in the box
yet."
"That's true enough, but the box made made for
him."
"Well, he may get in after a while, but Charlie
and I are going to have the first little ride in that
box.''
"And Jim and the sheriff's deputies will go
along behind so they can lend a hand when you
come out, is that it?"
"That's it exactly, little girl."
H~p asked to go along with the deputies.
"All right," said Wild, "maybe Jim can find you
helpful."
The young deadshot and his partners thought
it quite safe to leave _the girls there alone, since
they knew they could take care of themselves
pretty well if a· drunken miner happened to come
that way to disturb them, so without any further ·
delay they started for the house where the big box
was to be shipped from. When they got there
. they found four horses hitched to a wagon and
the box in the house. Ender was there with the
three mine owners, and Wild· quickly explained
what he wanted him to do, and then turned him
over to Jim. The result was that while the two
latter got the deputies together, Wild aud Charlie passed into the house with Patrick ana quickly
got" inside the box. The curtains were drawn and
the door shut, so no one could look inside, and
when Patrick had fastened the lid so it could not
fall off, though it could easily be pushed upward
from within, everything was in readiness. It was
anything but a tight box, though in their cramped
position it would hardly be pleasant for the two
even though they did not expect to be in the box
longer than half an hour at the most. Arrangements about the transportation of the dead man
to Silver City had not been changed a bit, and
when Patrick, who was in charge of it all, went
to -the door and called for someone ~to help carry
the box out, there was a willing response.
"Where's Young Wild West?" one of the men
asked, as he came in. .
"He went outside with one of his partners to see
about going to hunt the road agents," Patrick
explained.
That was satisfactory, so six men picked up the
oox and soon conveyed it outside and placed it in
tI,.e wagon. One of them remarked that "old man
Mellen was mighty heavy," and Wild and Charlie
inside could not help smiling. There was no delay about it after that. The driver and his assistants got upon the wagon, and the horses were
promptly started. After them rode six men, who
were to act as bearers when the interment oc- ~
curred the next morning at Silver City.' The
horses were permitted to walk through the mining
camp, and the crowd that congregated on either
side of the sandy street took off their hats, showing that they had felt the utmost respect .for the
lamented mine owner. But once outside the camp
the driver started at a faster gait, and. Wild anci
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Charlie raised the lid of the box and suddenly
It happened that they did not get close enough
showed themselves.
to see Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
"It's all right, driver," the boy said. "We .left rise up from the .box, so they remained in ignothe dead man in the house, and we· have taken his rance of the deception. that was being practised.
place." ·
·
The Billings brothers and the three men at the
The astonishment and dismay shown _by the shanty had been instructed by the leader to stop .
men in charge of the supposed dead man can well the outfit at a sharp bend not far from the shanty'.
be imagined. But it did not take Wild long tp Then the box could be ca:rried into a little guily
explain to them just what was going to happen and so on to it, after the thing had been accomin a short time. Then after talking with theni plished. As the wagon neared this point those
ten minutes, the wagon being at a halt during that following suddenly rode up and came to a halt.
period, it was well understood by all; and they Tllfy quickly placed masks on their faces and "!.f
started along the trail again. When the driver waited. Suddenly a shot rang out close at hand,
presently announced that the shanty was only .and then the five masked road agents appeared
about two hundred yards distant just around a from behind some rocks, each with a revolver in
curve, the young deadshot and the scout ·dropped his hand, and ordered the driver to halt.
back into the box and the lid was fastened slightly
Then those who had followed appeared and took
as before. They were now ready for business.
a hand in the game. But not much of a fight was
put up, no shots being_ fir~d at al~ by t!te party
that was attacked. Wild issued his orders froin
CHAPTER X.-Outwitting the Road Agents.
the box to the driver, who conveyed them to the
The road agents surely thought t,hey had out- others. The result was that the hold-up was made
witted those who we-,:e searching for them for the very easily, and the box taken from the wagon.
purpose of getting possession of the stolen gold. Then the masked men ordered them to go on,
Jep Howard's scheme of taking it to the Jone which they promptly did. Wild could not help
shanty close to the mining camp was voted to be laughing.
an excellent one after ·the rest had thought it
"Charlie," he whispered~ "they might know
over. Probably there was only one thing that pretty well that the box would be discovered very
worried the leader of the gang at all .That was quickly, for there is another way to get back to
Daniels, the man who had been captured by Young the camp, and it won't take long for the driver to
Wild West. Of course, J ep Howard had heard of · get there and bring help. But it's all· right, anythe dashing young deadshot and his partners, but how. We are going to have the satisfaction of,,.
he was satisfied they would never be able to fol- outwitting the road agents. I'Il'bet if Jep How'! ··
low the trail, since the most part of the way was ard was here it wouldn't have been done in this
·
so stony that nothing like a hoofprint would show. way."
They4roceeded on as fast as they could with
The whispering was carried on while the big
the horses carrying the stolen treasure, and at · box was bein·g carried by half a dozen men from
length after making sure that there was no one the gully. Straight to the side of the shanty
on the trail, they emerged from .it and soon where there was a door it was carried and
reached the shanty. The Bi-llings, brothers were, dropped upon the ground with a ;ar. A smaller
of course; members of the band, and were with box which ll).USt have contained something that
them at the time, so there was no difficulty about was necessary to· the burial had been taken from
transferring the treasure to the shanty and hiding the wagon, too, and this was dropped alongside it.
it in some empty barrels. This done, J ep How- Then the two could hear one of the men giving
ard appointed three men to remain there with the hurried instructions, and the next minute the
Billings brothers, and then prepared to ride on to sounds of galloping hoofs told Wild and Charlie
Silver City, where he intended to, make arrange- that some of them were leaving. The young
ments to receive the treasure and return the fol- deadshot waited for perhaps ten minutes, and all
lowing morning.
~his time a rattling conversation was being kept
The other men were to go to Nugget Top, up by the five men, who were the only- ones who
where they lived, most of them owning claims. had remained. B'y this time Jim and the men who ,
Those who went to the mining camp a little later, had followed them appeared right close at hanft't
of course, learned all about the arrival of Young Feeling that the time to act had -come, Wild whisWild West arid his friends, but were wise enough pered to Charlie, atJ.d then up went the lid of the
·
to keep silent about I what they had been doing. box.
They listened to everything that was said, how"Hands up, you sneaking coyotes!" exclaimed
ever, but since they already knew that the dead the young deadshot. "I reckon we've ?ot you dead
man was to be taken away that evening, there to rights!"
,
was nothing 'to surprise them about that part of
Cries of dismay left the lips of the astounded
it. They were· in front of the Blue Diamond sa- villains. Up went the hands of all of them but
loon with 'h~ads bowed when the procession start- one. He turned to flee down the trail. But he
ed, and they did not dream of such a thing as the had not gone more than twenty yards before Jim
box containing Young Wild West and one of his Dart and the sheriff's men appeared. Hop Wah
partners. The villains had not expected that was with them, too.
mounted men would accompany the wagon, and
"Hip hi, hoolay!" the latter cried, as the road
knowing that it would be difficult for fiye :r;nen to agent came to an abrupt halt and threw up his
make tpe hold-up successfully, they promptly hands. Jim paid no attention to the man, for he
slipped away from the saloon and · prepared to knew John Ender · would. sure1y take charge ot
follow, so they would be on hand ready to make him, but galloped straight up to the box in which
the hold-up. They went by a ~oundabout way, and. Wild and Charlie were standing covering the rest
·
:
kept a quarter of a mile behind the wagon and of the gang.
i,hose riding with it.
"Here they aTe, Jim," the young deadshot sai~,
·)J_
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fo his cool and easy way. '.'I reckon you had bet- and just .as he was dismounting to go insjd_e Wild
. ter • take their -hardware from them. Send om• appeared, followed by Charlie and Jim.
'' Good-morning, Mr. Howard," he said, for John
of the men after the wagon. It can't be very far
away, for I told them not to go far."
Ender had pointed- him out as- he was riding swiftAll the men were eager to do this, but Ender . ly to the place. "I have got a little business with
dispatched one of them, after having subdued the you."
"Who are you?" the villain asked, turning
man who had started to make his escape. The result was that five minutes later the five prisoners slightly pale.
"You heard about the arrival of the body of Mr.
'were securely bound. Then the wagon d1·ove out
of a little pass at the left of the trail and came ~ellen at Silver City, I suppose?"
"See here, what are you trying to talk about,
·to a halt before the shanty.
.
"Gentlemen," Young Wild West said, in his .cool young fellow?"
"That's Young Wild West," the bartendP.r called
and easy way, "I reckon the treasure is inside the
· shanty. There a·re enough of you -here to carry it out, as he came hurnedly to the door. "He was
here last night to see you."
out and put it in the wagon."
"Hold up your hands, Mr. Howard!" the young
The road agents did not attempt to deny that
quickly, as he pulled a gun and cov. the gold was there, and it took but a minute to deadshot said
the
discover it. Then shouting and yelling· with joy, ered him. "I reckon the jig is up. You are
of the gang to be captured, and I take great
,Ender and his men carried it outside and put the last
bags of gold in the wagon. When they had done pleasure in doing it now."
Before the man's hands could even be raised
this the young deadshot pointed to the empty box
Wil? had seized him .by the collar and pressed the
and said:
That
· "I reckon you had better take this back and muzzle of his revolver against his forehead. had
no
·start out again with the body of the dead mine was all the;re was to it. Howard certainly
a
:owner. The chances are you will not be disturbed chance and he knew it, so he gave up without
this
on the way, though I rather think Jep Howard struggle. There is nothing mor e to add to duly
will be surprised when he. learns of its arr ival in story save that the captured . outlaws were
turned over to the. sheriff,_and. then Young Wild
·
Silver City."
!'7est, who was satisfied w ,th his success in trailWhen everything was in readiness the prisoners mg a treasure and outwitting the .road agents
, were forced to mount their own horses, and then was ;ready to start out with his friends in search
the wagon started over the trail. It did not take o_f something that would prove equally as startlong to reach the camp, and when the crowd saw !mg.
it coming back there was more excitement. Wild
and Charlie, being without their horses, rode · Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WIL!J
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'
'
m when the outfit left a · short time before. The AND THE COWGIRLS."
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destination safely. There was nothing left to do
no": but to wait UJ!-t~l the leader of the road agents
a_r-rived at the .mmmg camp. Our hero and his
partners r~ained up rather late that night, for
the celebration over what had happened was being
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Fred and the Fire Chief
- - o r - --

The Case of the Boss of Boston
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER I.
How Fred Was Caught Napping in the Enemy's
Camp.

"Fredi Oh, Fred!" called the night editor of

the Boston Daily Register, looking out of the
door of his little room.

"Yes, sir."
A bright-looking boy of nineteen jumped up
from a bench to answer the call.
"Take this letter to the Tower Squar.e Theatre;
give it to Mr. Bradley and tell him I am waiting
for an answer," said Mr. Martin, the editor,
ibanding the boy a long envelope carefully sealed.
A change came over the boy's face.
All his animation vanished on the instant. It
:was like a dark cloud upon a summer sky.
"What in thW1der is the matter with you,"
Fowler? What are you looking so black for?
Don't you want to take the call?" demanded Mr.
:Martin, speaking in that abrupt, offensive fashion which some editors on daily papers consider
absolutely essential to getting the paper out "on
fjlme."

"I'm going, sir. I haven't said a word."
"No, but you look a lot. You'll go where you
are sent, young man, or you'll go out of this
place for good, mind that."
Fred took the rebuke with the letter in silence
and hurried away.
Here was a boy who had been educated in a
hard school, and had long since learned that it
don't pay to answer back to an insolent tyrant,
which Mr. Martin certainly was.
"What in thunder has come over that boy, I
wonder?" growled the night editor, as he resumed his seat at the desk.
•
"If you had been longer in Boston you would
know why t'he boy balked," r,e marked Charley
Smith, the assistant, who was slashing copy with
the blue pencil.
Charley happened to be the nephew of the proprietor of the Register, and consequently was
not a bit afraid of the night editor or anyone
else on the staff.
·.
Ml'. Martin, it may he mentioned, was a Western importation and supposed to be chain-lightning in his line, for these events took place some
years ago, just about the time when the hiring
of Western editors for Eastern papers began to
c:ome in vogue.
If it had been anyone else but Charley, Night
Editor Martin would have been "up in the air"
in a minute, but inasmuch as it was the nephew
of his uncle speaking, he felt it up to him to
ask what he meant.
"Why," said Charley, ."Fred is just out of the
reformatory, and it was Alex Bradley who sent
him there, don't you know?"

"No, I don't know," was the r.eply. "Does your
uncle know that?"
"Sure he does. The Register ·took up the boy's
case and tried to prove him innocent, but· the
boss was too much for us, and he was convicted
just the same. When his time was up my uncle
took him on here out of charity. He would have
found it pretty hard to catch on anywhere else."
"What did he do?"
"Why, he worked for J. H. Bright & Co., on
W·a shington street, the department store, you
know. There was a fire there two years ago
~nd while it '\Yas in progress Fred was caught
m the office with his hand in thft cash drawer
by the fire chief, so it was claimed. We didn't
believe it at first, but a hundred dollars in bills
were found hidden in the lining of his coat later,
and t~at convicted him at the trial, so he went
up. Like enough he was guilty, but we stuck to
it that he wasn't." '
"What was his answer at the trial?"
"Ile claimed that he went into the office-where
he worked, by the way-to get his coat, which
had the only picture of his dead mother he possessed in the pocket, and that he found Bradley
in the act of rifling the cash drawer."
"Absurd, of course."
"Oh, of course."
"Was Alex Bradley fire chief then?"
. "S1:1re he ~as,. and the ~ost influential politician m the city, Just as he 1s now. Even in those
days they cal~ed him the Boss of Boston, so what
did th~ word o~ a poor boy just from the country
and without fnends amount to alongside of his?
All the same, it made a lot of talk."
"I should say so. No wonder he did not want
to t~ke the lette_r. I think we ought to get rid
of him. Next thmg we know he will be swiping
something here."
"Oh, you'll have to talk to .my uncle about
that," said Charley, shrugging his s}J.oulders. "He
believes in his innocence, but I don't. Alex Bradley is a grafter, 1ike all of his kind, I suppose,
but he would never stoop to stealing at a fire,
that's one thing sure."
We have given this conversation in full in order
to show the peculiar :relations in which Fred
Fowler, who is intended to be the hero of this
·story, stood toward the powerful Alex Bradley:,._, Boston's political boss at that time, to whorbeven the governor of the old Bay State himself •
bowed down, so it was generally believed.
The story was true, except that Fred had firmly maintained his innocence from start to finish.
. B11;t a large sum of. money was surely found
m his clothes after his arrest, however it got
there.
Fred himself denied all knowledge of it, and
claimed that a job had been put up on him.
Be that as it might, the boy had done time,
and consequently his reputation seemed blasted
for life.
Boss Bradley in the meantime had flourished,
and was reckoned worth several millions.
Among other property he owned the Tower_
Square Theatre and managed it as well.
;:,This was a vaudeville, continuous-performance((
house, and although a new vent11re, not yet out
of its first year, it was believed to be paying
handsomely.
.
Its location, in Tower Square, was at some dia-
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where it is, and if you keep your eye on it you
will be able to see him when he comes."
"Perhaps he won't recognize me," he said to
All this was very obliging, and Fred, after
himself. "If it wasn't for losing my job, I being shown the office, went into the wings and
shouldn't care whether he did or not. Heavens! watched the performance for a little while.
I only hope I'll live long enough to get square
He had never been behind the scenes in a thewith that man and to show him up to the world atre before, and this was all new to him and so,
for what he really is.'!
interesting that he almost forgot his fear of
This was the dream of Fred's existence; the encountering his enemy, the fire chief.
one hope of his life.
But before long Fred began to speculate on
~ Another boy would have turned his back on
the chances of. missing his man.
Boston and gone West to seek his fortune after
"I had better get where I can see him when
such an experience.
he comes in," he said to himself, and he returned
But Fred Fowler came of good old New Hamp- to the office then.
shire fighting stock, and being without kith or
I' "'as but a small affair, partitioned off from
kin, and· absolutely his own master, he had come the ba
of the stage and open above. There
straight back to the scene of his disgrace at the was a little safe, a desk, two chairs and a lounge
expiration of his sentence with no other pur- inside.
pose in mind than to bide his time and, if posThe door stood open, and as Fred looked in
sible, to square accounts with the fire chief.
someone touched him on the shoulder.
It was now ten o'clock in the evening, and
It was the doorkeeper again.
when Fred reached the theatre the performance
"The Boss hasn't come back yet," he said. "Are
was still in progress. As he presented himself you tired of watching the performance already?"
. at the stag,e door a fire-engine, followed by the
"Not at all," replied Fred. "I'm afraid I shall
hook-and-ladder cart, came tearing through the miss Mr. Bradley-that's all. I thought I would
Square.
stand here.''
"Here's a ,bad job," thought Fred. "If the
"That's right; you are liable to," was the rechief is here he'll be off to the fire. They'll kill ply, "but you needn't stand and wait. Go inside
me at the office if I don't hurry back.''
and sit down.''
It was as· he suspected.
At the time Fred declined this invitation, but
The thought had scarcely crossed his mind as the moments passed and he grew tired of waitwhen the door flew open and Boss Bradley came ing, he did go into the office.
rushing out.
The fact was, Fred was very tired.
He pushed past Fred without even looking at
He had only been working a week on the Reghim, but the boy, bent on doin~ his errand, ran ister, and he had not yet got used to working
in front of him just as the chief was about to at night and sleeping by day.
spring into a buggy which stood at the curb.
In fact, he had been able to sleep scarcely any
"Mr. Bradley, here is a letter from the editor since he took the job, so there is little wonder
of the Register which requires an immediate an- that, after waiting on the lounge for half an
swer," he exclaimed.
hour, his head grew heavy.
The Boss halted, seized the letter, tore it open
An intolerable sleepiness had come upon the boy.
and hastily glanced over its contents.
Again and again he caught himself napping
"Can't stop to answer these questions now," and tried to brace up.
.
he snapped. "I'll be back here in half an hour.
But he did not get up off the lounge as he
Be on hand then."
should have done.
Then, leaping into his auto, Boss Bradley was
The consequence was that after a little while
driven away at breakneck: speed.
the tired boy fell over upon it and, with his feet
The doorkeeper had come out upon the side- still resting on the floor, fell into a deep slumber.
walk and had heard these remarks.
An hour passed and still the chief did not re"You can come in here and wait if you want turn.
to~ boy," he said.
·
Meanwhile the doorkeeper had forgotten all
"He n.ever knew me," thought Fred, as he about Fred, and someone, in passing, pushed the
turned to the doorkeeper, saying:
office door shut.
"I'm from the R egister office. I shall have to
The performance came to an end and everytelephone them that I've got to wait, for per- body departed.
haps they would sooner I came back.''
T.he last t o leave the building was the door"You can do tha t in my office," said the door - keeper, and when he w~nt away he locked Fred
keeper. "I think Mr. Bradley wanted you to in, leaving the boy still sleeping in the office of
wait, :from what he said.''
the fire chief.
Fr,ed went into the doorkeeper's little office
then and called Mr. Martin up on the phone,
stating that the fire chief had been called to a
CHAPTER II.
fire ail.,d had ordered him to wait for his return.
"Wa1t," was the answer.
The Fire Chief in the Tower Square Theatre.
Fred hung up the- receiver and informed the
doorkeeper that he would remain.
The next thing Fred F0wler was conscious of
.___/'You can go inside and watch the play from after falling asleep in Boss Bradley's office in
'behind," said the doorkeeper; "that is, if you the Tower Square Theatre was hearing; a door
would like to."
slam.
"I'd like to very much," replied Fred.
He sprang up to find himself in darkness,
"Mr. Bradley has his office at the back of the whereas, when he dropped asleep, the great barn.ta~," added the doorkeeper. "I'll show you like enclosure had been ablaze with light,

at the subway and settled down to think.
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"Heavens ! I've been asleep!" thought Fred.
"What time is it, I wonder?"
He stood dazed for the moment.
He could no longer hear the music or the stagehands calling to one another, and he realized
that it must be very late.
The door in the partition which formed the
fire chief's office, and which, it will be rememibered, was all open overhead, was now shut, and
when Fred tried it he discovered that it had been
locked.
"Never mind. I can climb over," he thought,
and he· had just put a chair against the partition when he heard stealthy footsteps moving
about outside.
"Upon my word, I believe it's the middle of
the night, and that everyone has gone out of
here," thought Fred, a strange sense of fear
coming over him.
He listened.
The footsteps were now dying away in the
distance.
"Perhaps it's the watchman," thought Fred.
"I had better let him know that I am here, if
I expect to get out tonight."
He climbed upon the chair and was able to
see over the top of the partition.
Fred caught his breath.
What he saw was startling enough.
Coming toward him, out of the wings, was the
Boss of B"oston, the one man in the world whom
he had most reason to fear. The man wore his
uniform, and was carrying in one hand a darklantern and in the other an oil-can, the contents
of which he was sprinkling upon the floor.
Fred could scarecely believe his own eyes.
"Why, he means to set the place afire!" flashed
over him.
He ducked down as the fire chief drew near
the door.
·certainly the man must have been unconscious
of :ti.is presence, as he walked on pas~ ~he office.
Again Fred looked over the partition.
The chief was now piling up a lot of costumes
over in a distant corner.·
Upon these he poured a liberal supply of oil
and then set the can down.
!'What can I do?" thought Fred. "He'll kill
me if I show myself. I shall be burned to death
if I stay here."
He had hesitated too long if he intended to do
anything.
A match snapped now, and Fred saw the ~re
chief throw it upon the pile of costumes, wh1c1!
flashed into flame.
And that was the time when the boy lost control of himself.
Just as he had played the fool when he caught
this man in the very act of rifling the money
drawer in the office of J. H. Bright & Co. two
years before, so now he did it again.
"You firebug! I see you, you fiend!" yelled
Fred over the partition.
The Boss sprang back a s though he had been
hit by a bullet.
The glare of the flames was between him and
, the office.
.
If he saw Fred he could not have recognized
him.
With a gasping cry he sprang aw3:y, made a
dive down into a sort of subway, which formed

a narrow passage leading to the stage door, and
disappeared.
Fred climbed to the top of the parti_tion and
jumped down.
And, ind_ei!d, it was time if he meant to save
himself, for the fire was sweeping over the floor,
following the line of the oil.
"What an · idi6t I am!" gasped Fred. "If he
locks me in I am done for, and that's what he
will do, surest thing!"
·
He made a dive for the subway, as we have
termed it.
_In a moment he was up against the stage door.
. It was a s he feared'.
The door was locked, but he could see that it
must have been locked on the outside, for there
w;is no key.
_The Boss had depai-ted, locking him in.
For a moment he hesitated, not knowing what
to do.
"But he would hardly dare to lay for me outside," he reflected. "He won't want to be found
near the place."
Still he could not be certain of this.
"Perhaps I can get out through the front of
the theatre," he thought. "The doors must be
fastened on the inside."
He turned back, but the cloud of smoke which
was now pouring through the subway gave him
little hope.
,,..
And when Fred came in sight of the stage, the
case seemed hopeless indeed.
The floor was all ablaze.
The wings had also ignited and the interior of
the theatre was a mass of flame.
"I shall do well if I escape alive," thought
Fred. "I can't stand fooling here."
He flew back through the subway and burst
into the doorkeeper's office.
He1·e he found what he sought-a window.
More than that, it stood open. _E vidently the
fire chief had escaped that way instead of going
out through the door, a s Fred had supposed.
For a moment the boy hesitated.
He looked out, but could see nobody.
The little office was filled with smoke now, and
it was pouring out through the open window
above his head.
"I can't stay here. I've got to risk it," though,1;,Fred, and .he climbed through the window, dropping into the street.
·
If he had been more pr.ompt possibly he might
have been saved.
As it was, he had no sooner landed on the
sidewalk than three men came darting a round
the corner.
"It's the theatre! It's affre !" one shouted. .
"There's the firebug, by Jove!" another cried.
Fred seemed booked to play the fool that night.
He now started to run,• the very worst thing
he could have done under the circumstances.
Fred was a good runner, a nd he might have
escaped even yet if luck had _not been against
him.
He missed his footing and fell.
In a twinkling two of the men were u pon him.·
and the third came running up, crying:
"Hold him, boys! Hold him! The engin \6 are
coming. Somebody ha s turned in the alarr,\J"

(To be continued)
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
3 DEER WALK INTO TOWN _AND 'ARE S'~IqT
Deer-hunti ng is _pretty good' m th~ town lnruts
-dl.f French Gulch, Redding, Cal.
James Leas killed two bucks in the town, and
Charles C. Fox, merchant, killed a third buck
also inside the town.

----- -

SAWDUST 'S CHARM BRINGS THEM BACK
The big top still calls Maude and Fra:nk Cro!Ilwell trapeze performers who were ser1ousl_Y mjured in Chicago when they fell 5'0 feet dunng a
circus performanc e.
.
·
.
After several weeks m the hospital they have ·
announced that they are going back to try it
again.
TO SAVE CHICKEN S FROM CRO~S
In his monthly news service for August, Edward Howe Forbush, direc~or of orn~thology for
Massachus etts, reports a simple_ deyice 'f-or protecting chickens from crows, which 1s said by an
0 server to have been tried with excellent results.
.x._ ew bricks were soaked in kerosene and then
placed on the chicke~ range, about four or fi!'e
bricks to the acre. The crows seemed to avoid
these bricks. If there is anything in this it might
be tried for a cornfield.
HOME FOR CONVALE SCENT HORSES IN
GERMAN Y
The care and kindness with which the Germans
treat dumb animals are well known. In many
towns especially in south Germany, dri'vers are
reque~ted at the foot of the long hil_ls to show
considerati on for their horses by takmg one or
two extra horses to help them pull their load up
the hill. A home for convalescen t horses has been
built at Frankenbe rg, Saxony, to be used by the
h , es belonging to the municipalit y.
Whenever a new horse arrives at this haven of
refuge, data concerning the animal are take.n
down and· the animal properly listed. Clean
9.uarters, the right kind of feed, thorough inspection and constant care are helping to make this
home of genuine service to the city, and a real
boom to dozens of faithful horses.

LORD GREY ADVISES BRITISH TO KEEP,
THEffi WALKING LEGS
"Keep your legs," was the- advice . Viscount
Gi:,ey of Fallodon recently gave to the boys of
Epsom College. He warned them against giving
up walking and riding bicycles because tile
means of communica tion have been ·so much im•
proved, and said ~ven a middle-age d man is bet>
ter for walking twenty miles a day or riding fi.ftJ
on a wheel.
Viscount Grey is doubt:(ul whether all the
modern mechanical contrivance s which have b~
conie part of everyday life are of benefit to hu,,
manity and warned his audience against neglecting their minds and bodies because mechanical
genius has devised ways of amusing persorui
without requiring them to make any effort Qll
their own behalf.

LAU G H S
"I hear you have left Stingo & Co." "Yes;
I'm in business for myself now.'-1 "What are you
doing?" "Looking for a~other job."
Wife-Rich ard, I wish you would take care of
baby for an hour or two. I am goi:rig to have a
tooth pulled. Husband-S ee here, dearie, you
mind the baby, and I'll to and get a couple of
teeth pulled.
·
Brushe-W ho is that solemn-look ing individual? Penn-Tha t's Groves. He writes patent
medicine ads. He. can describe a disease so that
the healthiest man alive will think he has got it.
Clarissa-O ur minister is so good that he w.on't
even perform a marriage ceremony. MelissaWhat's that got to do with his being good? Clarissa-He says his conscience won't let him perticipate in any game of chance.
·
Mrs. Bacon-Wh o was that man you were bowing and smiling so to at the gate just now? Mr.
Bacon-Oh , that's the installment man. He's just
been taking the piano away from next door, and
I was thanking him.

A stranger e11tered the postoffice the other day,
and, approachin g the ladies' general delivery window, said: "Any letters for John Drake?" "Next,
window, Mr. Drake," replied the polite attendant.
"This window is for ducks only."
Mrs. Flatbush- So your husband didn't go to
the war? Mrs. Bensonhu rst-No, he didn't. "What
was the matter? Was he afraid?" "Yes, that
was the trouble. If he went he was afraid he'd
just make a slaughterho use of the battlefield. "
A small boy was reciting in a geography class.
The teacher was trying to teach him the points
of the compass. She exclaimed: "On your right
is the east, your left the west, and in front of you
is the north. Now, what is behind you?" The
boy studied for a moment, then puckered up his
face and bawled: "I know it! I told ma you'if
see the patch in my pants."
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·THE WORT H MYSTERY
Ned H a stings was a clerk in the Brainford
Bank and a yo11ng m~n who commanded the re·spect and confidence of all knew him. In fact,
·no· one stood higher in the estimation of the community than the young clerk.
Ned was well liked by !1is associates at the
bank, and even the su:r;ly old janitor, who was
·not wont to speak well of any one, had a goo"d
-word for Ned.
· The young man's friends considered him ,a very
lucky fellow, too, for it was understood that he
was engaged to the heiress, Mabel Worth, whose
uncle, Richard Worth, was the heaviest stockholder in the bank, and a r eputed millionair e.
Pretty Mabel was , an orohan, but her Uncle
Richard, who was a childless old bachelor, had
adopted her, and meant to lea ve her all his fortune.
. The rumor,ed engagemen t of Ned Hastings and
Mabel Worth was a correct report . The young
·pe<lple had loved each other fo r a long time, and
they had plighted their troth with the full con·-sent of Mabel's Uncle Richard. •
But, strange to say, Ned H astings and Richard Worth had never m·et.
This cir,s:umstan ce is easily explained. Richard Wortn had been absent· in Europe five years,
and it was during his absence that Ned and
·.
Mabel had met .arid loved.
· Correspond ents. had, however, given Richard
Worth such an excellent account of Ned, that
when the young man, by letter, requested the
permission of the millionaire to address his love
suit to Mabel his consent was given.
Richard Worth was very eccentric as well as
yery· rich, and he had never had a picture taken
in his life. · So, not only had Ned never seen the
pld gentleman in person, but he had not even
_ seen a photograph of hjm.
The time for the marriage of Mabel and Ned
had been set, and· Mr. Worth had written them
from Paris that he should return 'to Brainford in
·
time to be present at the wedding.
Later a cable message from her uncle informed
Mabel tha.t he would sail for New York on the
Chancellor, a first-class transatlant ic steamer of a.
popular line.
Mabel went to New York to meet the steamer,
accompanie d by an old gentleman who had formerly been Mr. Worth's business partner.
But the Chancellor had arrived he day before,
and inquiry elicited the information that thesame day Richard Worth had taken the evening
train for Brainford.
, Then the mystery began. Richard Worth had
not reached his destination . On the contra1·y, it
seemed that he had mysterious ly disappeare d.
Mabel and Richard Worth's old business partner
were filled with consternati on when this became
known to them.
They imagined at once that the m1ssmg man
might have met with foul play, for the captain
of the steamer, who was a friend of the old millionaire, stated that Mr. Worth had confided the
fact to him that he carried a· splendid collection·
of most valuable diamonds, which he had obtained
in Europe, on his ·person in a money-belt .
ll4abel employed · the best detectives to search

for the missing man, and then she and Mr. ·
Worth's old friend returned to- Brainford.
- Almost the first person "-'> welcpme Mabel, besides Ned -Hastings, was one Ralph Warwick, an
old suitor of the maiden, whom she had rejected
a year before, and who stated that he had just
returned from California.
• Ralph Warwick seemed inclined to renew his
suit for the hand of Mabel, and .a s he left her onthe evening of her r eturn from New York, and
saw that Ned Hastings, who, with himself, had
met the young lady at the depot, was indeed, as
he had already hear d, his successful suitor,
Ralph's face assumed a strange expression as he
muttered to himself: "This is fate playing into
my hands, for as sure as the heavens st ::,,nd, Ned
Hastings was the man I saw in the gully that
night."
Some days elapsed, and the detectives employed
by Mabel traced Richard Worth from a ho~el in
New York City to a t r ain bound for Brainford.
But there the trail ended.
Several days later, however, some hunters
found the body of the missing man in a gully
where the train had stopped for a supply of
water for the engine.
Richard Worth had been murdered and robbed:
It was the theorv of the officers that the victim
had been stabbed on the platform of the car anahurled off by the a ssassins, who then followed
him, robbed · the body and dragged it into the
gully.
· Some months before, upon arising one morning,
Ned Hastings experience d a singular sensationof weariness, for whicl. he could not account, for
he had retired early, ar.d had not fatigued him.
self the preceding day.
As he was dressing, he found, to his a stonishment, that his boots, which he had neatly polished
just before retiring for the night,- were wet, and
stained with mud. More than this, taking up the
coat he had worn the day befor,e, he found that it
was wet, and also his hat.
· The day before had been cloudless, but going
to the window and looking out, Ned saw that
during the night a heavy rain had fallen.
· He had no recollection of leaving his room the
preceding night, but now he sank into a chair .
and the ·conviction that he must · have done '
forced itself upon his mind.
"Good heavens ! I must have walked in my
sleep!" thought Ned.
The young bank clerk placed himself in the
hands of a physician, and thereafter had no further trouble of that nature, and thinking himself comple.tely cured, he soon ceased to think
.
about the matter.
But on the morning following the day when
Mabel Worth went to the city to meet her uncle,
Ned Hastings awoke with a sense of fatigue
again, for which there seemed to be no reason.
As on the preceding occasion, the condition of
his wearing apparel told the stor y. Again he
had walked in his sleep.
Then the young man calculated how long -it
had been- since his last sleep-walki ng experien<:· .!lnd _so fi_xed th~t date a s w~ll as the pr.esent one'.
m his mmd. His last expenence was on N ovember 3. • He tried to see if he could remember
where he had been in his sleep, but he was only
able to recall a memory of what seemed a terrible
dream, without definite meaning.
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The body of Richard Worth was brought to convicting Ralph Warwick. Now I go to follow
Brainford, and Ned was there with Mabel when ' him. Do not lose faith in me, come what may,"
the remains arrived. The betrothed lovers en- said Ned. As he spoke he darted from the
tered the darkened parlor to look upon the face room.
Ralph Warwick was stiil in· sight. Stealthily
tif ·the dead. · When Ned saw the face of the
dead man he started bac1c with an exclamation of Ned followed - Warwick until he saw . him entc,:r
the dwelling of a clairvoyant who enjoyed conalarm and astonishment, as he cried:
"Merciful heavens I It is the face of my terri- · siderable local celebrity. Ned remained watching ·
ble dream!" And suddenly all that dreadful the house until Warwick reap_peareJ. Then he ,
vision, which he had previously tried to recaU, entered. The clairvoyant was under obligations
·n vain, rushed back upon him in all its horror to Ned, and he told the young man that Warwick was a firm believer in his powers, and fre- ·
·
and awful distinctness.
"It wa_s not a dream, but an actual reality! quently called to consult him. In conclusion the
The memory of what occurred during the time I clairvoyant said: "He is coming again tonight.
He has made an appointment with .me, and I am
last walked in my sleep has come back to me!"
• "What is it that so agitates you, Ned, dear?" to go into a trance, as usualx and read the future
for him."
asked Mabel.
"I will give you fifty dollars to allow me to
".1...:...1 _thought of one whom I used to know
when I saw your dead uncle's face," falter,e d impersonate you tonight when Warwick returns,"
said Ned.
Ned.
The clairvoyant agreed, and that evening, made .
· Leaving Ma-bel pe1·plexed at his strange behavior, Ned excused himself and left the house. u·p exactly like him, Ned was there when WarHe reached his room in a state of mind bordering wick arrived, and in an adjoining room he had
on insanity. He saw, as vividly as possible, the Mabel and two detectives concealed, so that they ·
·.
scene where the body of Richard Worth had been could overhear all.
"Tell me what I shall do to make sure a cerfound, and which had since been described to
him. He saw the murdered man afl.d another tain sec1,et of mine, which I wish to guard above
shadowy form, and he saw himself there beside a_l) things, . may not be found out?" asked Warwick, when Ned seemed to be in a trance.
the dead.
"Re~ove the jewels from the place where you '
• The awful · thought entered his mind that dur~. g his sonai, ._ ulistic state he had. killed Richard have hidden them. Secrete the diamonds some,vorth. He recollected now that besides the belt where else, and then leave the place," replied
of diamonds, Mabel had told him that a diamond . Ned promptly.
' "Your power is wonderful! Diamonds! Ahl
cross, with his name engraved on the back, which
her uncle always wo:r;e on .his neck scarf, was you hit it at once!" muttered Warwick.
Soon after that, when the "clairvoyant',._ came.
missing, and. he- knew that he had seen that dia- .
out of his trance, Warwick left the house, folmond cross on the night of November 4.
Ned owned a little casket of foregn wood, which lowed _by Ned a~d the detectives. W ai'wick led .
had been his mother's, and in which he kept such them mto the _grounds .of a des.e rted mansion.
articles as he particularly treasured. Trem- There he secured a spade and went to .the foot of .
blingly he unlocked it. For a moment he could a gre~t tree, near a broken marbhi pedestal. •
not find courage to raise the lid, dreading what Throwmg off his coat, Warwick began to dig.
Ned and the two officei·s crept near and con~
l!e might find there. But at last he opened it.
The diamond cross was the first object to meet cealed them~elves from view of the suspect. Preshi1i gaze. Hasti_ly he turned the cross over, and eptly Warwick. unearthed a box of some size. As
there on the back he saw the name, "Richard he kne t to lift it out of the hole he had excavated, ed and the officers were upon him and
Worth."
·
At that moment there came a gentle tap on the handcuffs were placed on his wrists. '
Then the box was opened, and in it was found
the door, and Mabel entered. ·Ned uttered a
startled cry,. and tried to close the casket, but in ~- bl~od.-sta-ined ov~rcoat, which was afterward
Ji:1 · haste· to conceal the diamond cross he over- identified as belongmg to Warwick and Richard
'
turned the casket and the jewels fell at the feet Worth's. b.e lt of jewels.
Warwick was conveyed to prison and a few
of his promised •bride.
"My uncle's diamohd cross! ·How came it days l!lt~r ~e confessed ·his guilt. 'He had met
tl).e milhona1re. on the train, an<l as they were
here? Speak, Edward, speak!" she cried.
both on the platform of one of the coaches at
. "Mabel, I will tell you all!"
As he concluded, Mabel said: "How can such the water station, ~e had stabbed the old gen'.tleman_ and _tl\r?w_n him off, following himself and
a thing be?"
Did she doubt his truthfulness? He could robbmg his victim. Warwick had seen Ned at the
scarcely tell. They were .at the window, and at _scene of the murder, and decided, from his con•
that moment he saw a man passing on the oppo- . duct, that he was walking in his sleep. The ag.
site side of the street. There was something sassm had seen Ned pick up the diamond cross,
strangecy familiar in the man's appearance. and vi:hen he learned_ that the_ young man was
~abel s _lover he deqded to direct suspicion to
Then, like a flash, the truth dawned upon him.
"That is the "very man I saw. beside your mur- him, hopm&' that he 1n:ight thus remove a rival.
~n due time Warwick paid the penalty of his
~ered uncle in the gully!" exclaimed Ned, pointcnme,. and later on Ned and Mabel became man
·
ing.
-~ The man .turned his head while the eyes of the and Wlfe. ·
. Though years have elapsed since the terrible
lov.ers were yet upon him, and both saw his face.
mght of_ No~ember the third, Ned has never since
' "Ralph Warwick!" 6Cclaimed Mabel.
"l wi~l prove my innocense to you, de~rest, by walked m his sleep,

l ~!
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many sinking, and Norway and Sweden are rising
higher from the seal
Observations taken at the radio stations at fiveyear intervals, says Popular Science Monthly, will
either prove or disprove this strangest of theories.
Whether 'Greenland is drifting westward at the
rate of 100 feet a y~ar, and other masses at a_
slower rate, as is now tentatively held, may- be'
established definitely in ten years.
'
676 AUTO DEATHS IN 4 WEEKS ENDING
Profossor Wegener points out •as evidence in
NOV. 6 SET NEW RECORD
· support of his theory that the outlines of the
Deaths due to automobile operations in the present day continents
into the supseventy-eight larger cities _of the United States p(' sed super-continent asfita n~atly
jig-saw puzzle. The
during the four weeks ending Nov. 6 were 676, west · coast ;of Africa, for example,
almost
a total greater than those for any like period since perfectly the eastern coast of Nortb fits
and South•
the Commerce Department began compiling auto- America.
,
mobile fatalities, early in 1925.
Professor. Wegener says that the attraction of
During the same period a year ago the deaths the sun and moon
the earth's surface broke up·
were 612, and in four weeks ending Oct. 9, 1926,, the SUPP.r-continentonand
cause the western drift.
they were 656.
How the solid earth can drift is explained by the•
fact that the surface rock, called Sial, is lighter
2000 STUDENTS WITH MONOCLES STARTLE · than the viscous Sima rock nearer the earth's
core, on which it floats.
'.
AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN
·
It took all Sir Austen Chamberlain's characteristic imperturbability to remain serious when
at the ceremony of his installation as Lord Rector EDISON CALLS ATOM "BABY OF SCIENCE"
of Glasgow University recently he was faced by
A scientific theory,_ recently established, hits"
2 000 boy and girl students, all wearing monocles almost unlimited possibilities
in the field of inlike himself, sing,ing in unison: "Oh, Austen, vention,
says Thomas A. Edison according to the,
DeaT, We Love You 'Sol"
Associated Press.
. .·
Like his famous · father, Joseph, Britain's
The theory is that by which an atom . of helium
Foreign Secretary cannot very well be imagined has been broken into atoms of hydrogen. Mr.
without his single eyeglass, and there were loud Edison said:
.
protests from the students when he changed it
"The helium atom has been broken into atoms
for horn-rim spectacles to sign the document ap- of hydrogen, It is a theoretical
step at present,
pointing him to his new dignity.
·
but it has great possibilities. How great, no
man can tell. You remember Faraday discovered
a means of getting electricity from induced mag"TWO DEER SWIM TO SAFETY AS DOGS
netism and was asked what good his discovery
FIGHT ON LAKE'S SHORE
Automobiles passing Croton Lake, in the north- was, replied, 'What good is a baby ? ' "
'Dhe electric light bulb, foundation stone of the
ern part of Westchester County, , White Plains,
N. Y. recently witnessed an unusual ace between $7,500,000,000 electric light and power industry,
two deer· which had been chase through the is what Edison believes to be his greatest invention.
Croton hil1s to the lake by five dogs.
··
The . statement was made recently, the forty~
The deer fled down a steep bank and, jumping
into the lake, headed for the opposite shore. The seventh anniversary of the bulb. It was just·
dogs got into a fig,ht among themselves an~ by forty-seven years ago that Edison, after laborious
the time they jumped into the lake to contmue experiments, discovered that a bit of charred .
the chase the deer had disappeared in the deep thread sealed in a bulb from which air had been
underbrush. The dogs tried to pick 'up the trail, . pumped, could be made to burn for forty-eight
but failed.
. . hours. Since that day many improvements have
been made, but that was the beginning.
The inventor, who is eighty-four years ola,
TEST CONTINENT DRIFT
talked of his other inventions and the field of
One of the most bizarre, yet significant, theories invention as a profession for young men. Regardev:er advanced by scientists ii:; now being tested ing the latter, he said:
by a network of radio stations covering most of
"The field is unlimited. If I were to begin my
the earth's surface.
career over again I would turn to electr.ic light
The hypothesis, offered by Prof. Alfred Weg- and heat and chemical reactions. The young man
ener of the University of Graz, Austria, and so inclined should have no h~sitation· in taking
Dr. William Schutte, German . geologist, are that up invention as a profession, provided he has
all the land masses of the earth once formed a · imagination and the will .to work."
,, ,
single continent before splitting up into the conEdison said he really is one hundred and thirtytinents we know; that they are still re-forming five years old-because the average ·man would
and perceptibly drifting westward and equator- take 135 years to put in as many hours of wotk ,
,vard; that Europe is shrinking, F'ran~e .and Ger- as _he has,
.
·i
NEW 22-MILE PIPE
The California town of Vallejo is now being
supplied with water from a distant reservoir
through a one-piece.fPipe twenty-two miles long.
The parts ·of this remarkable :pipe, says ~opular
Science Mon~y, were made mto one piece by
arc welding instead of riveting.
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• NEW S FRO M EVE RYW HER E
IS IT HOT ABOVE ?
Orange juice J;an be. dried and still retain its
Is it boiling hot, far above the clouds ? J. F. health-giv ing vitamins
after long periods of time,
Whipple, British ·meteorol ogist, and Prof. F. A. recent experime nts have
Lindeman n of Oxford, believe that recent experi- orange juice and sugar, shown. A mixture of
ments in France have indicated that if we could · partial vacuum where it when removed from a
had been left for five
go thirty miles up into the atmosphe re we would
years, still retained its power to prevent scurvy
find a temperat ure of 220 degrees above zero, in- in guinea pigs living on
a diet otherwise free from
stead of the tr11ditional freezing t emper ature.
vitamin C.
NOVEL SCHOOL
$500,000,000 ANIMAL FUND PROVID ED
There are grammar school s, and night schools,
IN WILL
and trade schools , and detective schools, but the
E stablishm ent of a $500,000,000 trust fund to
newest and strangest of all has been opened re- . be used in the
n of persons cruel to
cently in Needham , Mass. It is a whooping animals and for prosecutio
protection of animals and
cough school, and is for the benefit of children gapie in all parts the
the world is provided for in
·who have sufficientl y recovered from the disease the will of Stacy- of
Anson Ransom, scientist, who
to continue their &tudies but who must remain died recently.
away from .school jn order to protect the other
The fund would
acr.umula ted from the inpupils. This special school is held in the porta- vestment of $40,000bewhieh
is provided in the will
ble_ building on the hospital grounds.
· on file in Probate Court at Washingt on. Half of
the income would be used to protect animals and
game and the remainde r would be accumula ted
FOR WHAT IT IS WORTH
and invested until it reaches $500,000,000.
When scientific me.n talk about 45 million .years,
Several others bequests were made and a
!'more or less," we are qmte confident a few $50,000 trust fund was establishe d for the benemillions make little difference . Of c.o urse it fit of Mrs. Edith Ransom, the widow.
would never do to say 44 million s. . However, if
you are going to guess, it's a s well to p:uess in
large numbers . . Professor Loomis of Amherst HAS HAIR WAVED, DRESSE S IN SILK FOR
has written a book oh the Horse in which, acSWCIDE
cording to the report we · have seen, it is said
Miss Charlotte Vogel, 44 years old, for twenty
that "the history of the horse i s probably the years a teacher in the public schools of Newark,
most completel y known of any of the animals." N. J., committe d suicide by inhaling illuminat ing
He traces it back 45;000,000 years, "more or less," gas in her apartmen t at 1162 Broad street in that
when its far-·off ancestor was no larger than a city, after having had her hair waved and dressfox terrier, with four toes on its front feet and ing herself in silk underwea r and a silk kimona.
three on its hind feet. Fortunate ly all these toes Two of three notes left by Miss Vogel emphasize d
have merged into one during the long period of these unusual preparati ons and asked that pardevelopm ent.
ticular care should be taken not to disarrang e
either her hair or her clothing.
Frank G. Hall, who has an apartmen t on the ,
MYSTER Y OF DIET
same floor as that of Miss Vogel, smelled gas,
Who can answer the mystery of the .S})lendid traced it to her rooms and with the janitor of
pl;l.ysic:al developm ent of the ancient Hawaiian s? the building forced an entrance into the flat.
R@.-cent investigat ions have shown they had none They found Miss Vogel's body on a couch in the
.of these . thi;ee. importan t food s : milk, . whole kitchen. Gas ,was escaping, from four open jets
wheat and cod liver oil-yet they grew to mag- of the range and one in a wall.
nificant stature.
Three notes, one addressed to the county phy··
Whatever the diet was, it must h~ve. con- sician, another "To the World in General and
tained something we do not u se, something very My F1·iends in Particula r," and the third, "To
potent. We know that their diet included 138 Tiny," were found in the apartmen t by the pokinds of edible fish, thirty-one fowls, breadfrui t, lice. "Tiny" was Miss Vogel's pet name for her
ferris, bananas, yams,- taro, poi, pandanus and brother, Aaron, ·of 208 South Seventh street,
various types of seaweed, but which one "(if it Newark. He told the authoritie s that his sister
was only one) J?layed the role of the all-il;l)port~ had recently complaine d of being tired and had
ant food, we do not know.
spoken of taking a vacation.
.
. The note addressed to the County Physician
said: "You'll never find out what caused me to
do this. Pleace take extra precautio ns not to
DRIED ORANGE JUICE
disarrang my hair, which I had waved for this
· In the future compact little packages of-·dried occasion, enor
to disturb my clothing."
. .
or,_ange juice will probably form an essential part
The second ;note, after after repeating virtually
of ships' supplies. ,I t is well known that citrus · these statement
s,
added:
"Because
of prohibif:ru!ts are rich in v~taroin C _which has the prop- tion I ' have
to use Mr. McCarter 's weak
erty of preventin g scurvy, a disease from which gas. It .}Vill-decided
take
a
little,
longer,
but I will have
sailors on long voyages_ used _to suffer greatly in
the flat wheels of his trolley cars for music while
years past.
!'wait." ·
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\'.Jseful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
SPEAKER.-Contalning a varied assortment of stump

speeches, Negrd, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.-A grand
collection of Album Verses suitable for any time and
occasion; embracing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment,
Humorj Respect, and Condolence; also Verses Suitable
for Va entines and Weddings.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CA.RDS.-A complete and
bandy little book, giving_ the rules and full directions
for playing Euchre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-five.
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of curds.
No. 58. HOW ';rO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart,
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fact everybody and anybody you wish to write to.
No, M.

HOW TO COLLECT STA.MPS AND COINS.-

No. 57.

HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Containing valuable information reg-a rding the collecting and arranging of stamps and coins. Handsomely
illustrated.

-]full directions how to mli.ke a Banjo, Violin, Zither,
AeQlian Harp, X:ylophone and other musical instruments; together with a brief description of nearly every
musical instrument used in ancient or modern times.
Profusely illustrated.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTJVE.-By Old King
Brady, tlle well-known detective. In which he lays down
some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some
adventures of well-known detectives.
.
61. HOW 'TO BECOME A BOWLER.-A CQmplete
manual of bowling. Containing full instructions for
playing all the standard American and German games;
together with rules and systems in use by the principal
bowling clubs.
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No. 64,

HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
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tricks with illustrations.
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Showing many curious tricks with figures and the magic
of numbers. By A . Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing full instructions for writing letters on almost
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No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.
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WITH

CARDS.-Containing deceptive Card Tricks _as performecl by leading conjurers and magicians.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Contalning
complete instructions how to make up for various characters on the stage; together with the duties of the
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Man.
No. SQ. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing
the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this
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No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containi ng the
most approved methods of reading the lines on the
band, together with a full explanation of their meaning.
Also explaining phrenology and the key for telling
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Koch, A.C.S. Fully illustrated.
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